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A bstract
This thesis describes a study of quark and gluon jets produced from decays 
of the Z° boson to qqg and qcp( final-states. These were obtained from 1.2 
million hadronic events produced by the L e p  e+e“ collider and recorded in 
the ALEPH detector at CERN during 1990-92. A sample of gluon jets was 
obtained by identifying 6-quark jets in bbg events where the 6-quark had decayed 
semileptonically. Quark jets were identified in qq^ events where one of the 
jets contained an isolated photon. The mean particle multiplicity, transverse 
momentum, rapidity of tracks and fragmentation function of the quark and gluon 
jets were compared as a function of the energy of the jets. The angular size of 
the je t cores also were analysed to determine the relative particle multiplicity in 
the je t cores. The quark and gluon jet differences were found to be greatest in 
the je t cores compared to the whole jet. The gluon/quark je t ratio of particle 
multiplicities in the je t cores was found to be closer to the perturbative Q CD  
prediction for gluon radiation from the partons.
The particle flow between the quark jets was measured in qqg, bbg and qq^ 
events and compared to JETSET Monte Carlo predictions and a Q c d  calculation 
of the soft gluon flow in these event types. The JETSET predictions m atched 
the particle flow data  reasonably well, whereas the soft gluon calculation did not 
represent the data.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction.
1.1 The fundamental structure of matter.
According to current understanding, two types of elementary particles exist, 
those with |  integer spin called fermions, and those with integer spin called 
bosons. M atter is built up from these particles, which are held together by four 
fundam ental interactions, the strong and weak nuclear forces, electromagnetism 
and gravity. Below the scale of the atom  the effects of gravity are generally 
insignificant, so it will not be discussed in any detail here. The forces can be 
described by gauge field theories, in which the responses between fermions are 
m ediated by bosons. These are summarised in Table 1.1. Incorporated into the 
framework of the theories are symmetries, which give rise to the properties of 
the interactions. The introduction of the symmetries into the theories gives the 
raison d ’etre for the gauge bosons.
1.2 Electroweak interactions and the Standard  
M odel.
Quantum  electrodynamics ( Q e d ) , the field theory describing electrom agnetism, 
involves the sym m etry group U (l)  [1]. Transformations under this sym m etry 
can be considered as rotations in complex phase space, which can be perform ed 
in any order. Sym m etry groups whose transformations commute are known as 
abelian groups. A consequence of this abelian nature is th a t charge m ust be 
locally conserved, so th a t the boson propagator of the U( 1) group, the photon, 
cannot carry charge and thus cannot form self-interactions. The perturbative 
calculation of Q e d  cross-sections involve higher-order internal loop processes 
which are divergent. However the theory is renormalisable, such th a t the
1
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Table 1 .1 : Summary of the four forces in nature.
predicted interactions between the fermions are finite. The renormalisation 
introduces an effective charge, mass and wave function for the electron, governed 
by a coupling constant a  which determines the strength of the coupling of the 
electron to the photon.
The theory of electromagnetism has been combined with weak theory to form 
the theory known as the Standard Model of electroweak interactions [2], where 
the couplings of the bosons are unified at energies of ~  1015 GeV. The Standard 
Model is an SU (2)l C ( l ) y  gauge theory, that is, it is symmetric under both 
the SU (2)l and U ( l ) y  groups. Compared to the U( 1 ) group, transformations 
under S U (2 ) are more complex, involving a set of 2  x 2  unitary matrices with 
determ inant 1 . These do not commute, so the SU (2) group is non-abelian. 
To m aintain invariance of the theory under local SU (2) transformations, the 
additional gauge bosons, known as the W +, W~ and Z°, carry weak charge and 
can undergo self-interactions. The symmetries in the theory are broken by the 
Higgs mechanism to give masses to the W +, W~ and Z°. Local non-abelian gauge 
theories have been proved to be renormalisable, such that the weak interactions 
are finite.
In the Standard Model there exists three generations of fermions organised 
in a hierarchy according to mass. Each family consists of a neutrino, a charged 
lepton, an up-type quark and a down-type quark, plus the antiparticle of each 
fermion. These particles are summarised in Table 1.2. The existence of all these 
fermions and the four electroweak gauge bosons have been shown experimentally 
in high energy interactions, apart from the top quark and tau neutrino. However 
these are required to exist within the framework of the Standard Model and high 
precision electroweak measurements are strong evidence for the existence of both  
the top quark and tau neutrino. The measurements indicate that the top quark
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will probably be seen by the CDF and DO experiments at Fermilab.
1.3 Quantum chromodynamics.
Leptons are influenced by electromagnetism, the weak nuclear force and grav­
ity. Quarks also feel the strong nuclear force, which is described by quantum  
chromodynamics ( Q c d ) , a gauge theory with S U (3) symmetry [3]. The bosons 
carrying this force are the gluons. There is strong experimental evidence both 
for the existence of gluons, and tha t 5(7(3) is the correct sym m etry group in the 
theory [4]. Q c d  introduces an additional quantum  number called colour. The 
strong nuclear force is considered to act between particles with colour charge in 
the same way th a t electromagnetism acts between particles with electric charge. 
The theory involves three types of colour charge. Each quark is given a red, 
green or blue colour charge for example, whilst each antiquark has anti-red, anti­
green or anti-blue colour charge. Transformations under S U (3) involve a set of 
3 x 3  unitary matrices with determ inant 1 . These do not commute, so Q c d  
is a non-abelian gauge theory. To m aintain local invariance of Q c d  under its 
transformations, the gluon propagators must carry colour charge and can form 
self-interactions via tree level three-gluon and four-gluon vertices. This has a 
large influence on the properties of Q c d , in particular at low energies where the 
coupling of the gluons, a s, increases rapidly and “confinement” occurs, such th a t 
the quarks and gluons are bound together to form hadrons. The strength of a s  
at low energies has consequences for the calculation of the interactions of quarks 
and gluons, since perturbation theory cannot be used in this regime. Another 
property of Q c d  is th a t of asym ptotic freedom, where the coupling goes to zero 















Table 1.2: The three generations of fermions in the Standard Model.
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1.4 Z° boson production at the LEP Collider.
The Large Electron Positron Collider, L e p , at CERN, Geneva has a primary 
purpose of investigating electroweak interactions [5]. Electrons and positrons are 
accelerated in opposite directions inside a 27 kilometre beam pipe to energies of
45.6 GeV (see Figure 1.1). The e+ and e~ are collided with a total centre of 
mass energy of 91.2 GeV. This energy is very close to the mass of the Z° boson 
and at a resonance in the cross-section for the interaction of the e+ and e~ via 
the production and decay of a Z°. The basic process is depicted in the Feynman 
diagram in Figure 1.2. The Z°  boson produced in the interaction decays to a 
fermion and anti-fermion pair ( / / ) ,  each carrying away half the centre of mass 
energy. Excluding the top quark, any of the fermions within the Standard Model 
can be produced. The ALEPH experiment has been designed to observe the decays 
of the Z°. The detector is located around the beam pipe at one of the collision 
points of the e+ and e~ beams, and is described in Chapter 3.
1.5 Radiation of gluons and photons in Z° decays.
The cross-section for f f  production is modified by higher order processes such 
as initial-state radiation from the e+ and e~ (Figure 1.3a), final-state radiation 
from the fermion or anti-fermion (Figure 1.3b), or internal loops. W hen a qq 
pair is produced, either the q or q may radiate a hard photon or gluon. To first 
order these processes are similar, but differ in the strength of the coupling of 
the quark to each boson. The quark, antiquark and hard gluons may then lose 
energy by further radiation of gluons. At some energy scale, the quarks and 
gluons present form hadrons, which appear in the detector as jets of particles, 
pointing in approximately the same direction as the original hard partons.
1.6 Gluon radiation and hadronic jet formation.
The radiation of photons or gluons from quarks can be calculated in perturbation 
theory. However the production of hadrons in qq'j and qqg events is also partly a 
non-perturbative process, which cannot at present be calculated. The hadronic 
je t formation process is described in more detail in the following chapter. By 
studying the jets and the particle flow in these events, an a ttem pt can be made to 
assess the influence of perturbative and non-perturbative mechanisms in hadronic 
events.
The analyses presented in Chapters 4 - 6  has made use of over 900,000 
hadronic Z° decays recorded in the A LE PH  detector in 1990, 1991 and 1992. 
These statistics were sufficient to select particular types of event where the jets
Poinl A




UN AC (electron) 
600 MeV__________| e- to e* converter)
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200 MeV
Figure 1 .1 : Diagram showing the main features of the LEP collider.
Figure 1.2: The process e+e — V f  f  at LEP.
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+
/
(a) Initial-state radiation from the e + or e '
+
(b) Final-state radiation from the /  or /
Figure 1.3: The lowest-order processes giving rise to initial-state or final-state 
radiation at LEP.
em anating from quarks and from hard gluons could be readily identified. The 
capability to pick out photons and leptons in the hadronic data was used to 
distinguish qq7  events and pinpoint jets from b and c quarks in qqg events. This 
enabled a clear comparison to be performed of quark and gluon jets with a range 
of energies (Chapter 5). The particle flow in between the jets was also compared 
to a perturbative calculation of the soft gluon flow in the event (Chapter 6 ). From 
these analyses conclusions are drawn in Chapter 7 about the role of perturbative 
physics in describing the je t formation process.
Chapter 2 
Hadronic jets from e~*"e— 
collisions.
2.1 The process e+ +  e -  — >• hadrons.
The formation and decay of the Z° boson in e+ e~ interactions was outlined 
in the previous chapter. The most common decay mode of the Z°  is to a qq 
pair, as depicted by the Feynman diagram in Figure 2.1, with the q and q each 
carrying half the Z°  energy. As the q and q move apart, they “fragm ent” into 
jets of hadrons due to the strength of the strong nuclear force. This Z° decay is 
thus seen as a pair of back-to-back jets in the detector. In Figure 2.2 a two-jet 
event is depicted on the ALEPH event display. At L e p  energies, events commonly 
occur with three, four or more hadronic jets. These m ulti-jet events provide 
strong evidence [4] for the existence of gluons as the bosons m ediating strong 
interactions. In the  case of a three-jet event (Figure 2.4), the basic process is the 
radiation of a hard  gluon by the prim ary q or q , as shown in Figure 2.3. A four-jet 
event (Figure 2.6) can be initiated in several different ways. Both q and q can 
radiate a hard gluon (Figure 2.5a), or one prim ary parton can radiate two hard 
gluons (Figure 2.5b). Alternatively, one hard gluon may be radiated, which can 
itself radiate a gluon or split into a qq pair as depicted in Figures 2.5c and 2.5d.
2.2 M ulti-jet events.
The num ber of je ts  in a hadronic event can be defined using a jet-clustering 
algorithm. These involve some measure of the separation between particles and a 
m ethod of combining the m om entum  and energy of the tracks if their separation 
is small. The “J a d e ” algorithm  [6] has been used in many analyses to cluster 
hadrons into jets. Here an invariant mass M,j is computed for each pair of tracks
7
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e
e+
Figure 2.1: The process e+ -f e — > q +  q at LEP.
K ALEPH R u n ~ i6 7 6 8  £ v t - 5 9 0 6DALI
Wm ill
.
Figure 2.2: ALEPH  event display depicting a two-jet event recorded in the 
detector. This shows an end-view through the barrel section with hits in the 
tracking chambers and energy deposits in the calorimeters.
Figure 2.3: The lowest-order processes which give rise to a 3-parton filial-state at 
LEP.
2.2. M U L T I - J E T  E V E N T S .
__R u n -9 0 6 3  E v l.
Figure 2.4: A L E P H  event display depicting a three-jet event recorded in the 
detector. This shows an end-view through the barrel section with hits in the 
tracking chambers and energy deposits in the calorimeters.











Figure 2.5: Examples of the lowest-order processes which give rise to a f-parton  
final-state at LEP. This list of  diagrams is not exhaustive since some terms  
involving gluon radiation from the antiquark and terms with the gluons crossed 
have not been included.
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Figure 2.6: A L E P H  event display depicting a four-jet event recorded in the 
detector. This shows an end-view through the barrel section with hits in the 
tracking chambers and energy deposits in the calorimeters.
i and j ,  given by the formula:
= 2 E iE j( l  -  cos0^)
The pair of particles with the lowest invariant mass are then merged to form 
a “pseudo-particle" with a combination of the momentum and energy of the 
two particles. is recomputed for the pseudo-particle and the remaining
tracks. This process is repeated until the invariant mass between all the remaining 
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Scheme E E0 P
Energy
Momentum
E{j — E{ T Ej 
P i j  =  P i  +  P j
Eij — E{ +  Ej E i j  =  1 P i j  1 
P i j  =  P i  +  P j
Table 2.1: Combination schemes for the JADE clustering algo­
rithm.












Figure 2.7: Jet rates measured by ALEPH using the JADE jet clustering algorithm 
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The clusters tha t remain are taken to be the jets. The tracks can be combined 
together according to different schemes, which are summarized in Table 2.1. 
The E scheme combines the tracks in a Lorentz invariant way th a t leads to 
pseudoparticles w ith mass. However in Q c d  calculations jets are generally treated  
as massless objects. The other combination schemes combine 4-vectors to form 
massless objects.
The je t rates measured by the ALEPH Collaboration [7] are shown in Figure 2.7 
for the  E scheme. The je t rates for the JADE algorithm have been calculated using 
second-order Q c d  perturbation theory [8]. T h is  calculation has been fitted to the 
data  to  obtain values for a s. Due to the effect of higher-orders, the  3- and 4- 
je t rates are incorrect in the calculation. To obtain a better fit to the  data, an 
optimised Q c d  scale was used. The coupling constant a s(fi2) at a particular 
renorm alisation scale fi2 is related to the Q c d  scale param eter by
2
where TV/, the num ber of active flavours is 5. A an<^  ^ e  scale /i2 are not 
determ ined by perturbation theory and have been obtained by fitting the second- 
order je t rates to data [9]. More recently, the je t rates have been determ ined 
using the DURHAM  clustering algorithm [10]. This operates in a similar m anner 
to the JA D E algorithm, but the invariant mass squared is replaced by:
Mfj =  2  min ( £ 2, E 2^J ( 1  — cos 0 tJ)
This is a measure of the transverse momentum kx of each particle w ith respect 
to the other particle. This algorithm  clusters softer particles in a m ore intuitive 
m anner than  JA D E , where they can be clustered to form separate je ts . Another 
advantage of the kx-based DURHAM algorithm is tha t it allows a good approx­
im ation of the Q c d  je t rates calculation to all-orders. The leading logarithms 
and next-to-leading logarithms for each order in the calculation can be summed 
leaving only the subleading term s. This calculation gives a good fit to  the  da ta  [11] 
for a large variation in the scale param eter ;u2, including pi2 =  M ^. Various 
measurem ents of a s by ALEPH [11, 12] are summarized in Table 2.2. The result 
using the all-orders sum m ation predictions gives a lower error than  the exact 
second-order calculations and is compatible with the other m easurem ents
a s{n2) =
12n




(33 -  2Nj Y  ln
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Method Measured 
a s( M z ) value
Q c d  corrections to Z° line shape. 0.118 ±  0.018
Second-order differential 2-jet rate using 
JADE Eq clustering algorithm.
0 . 1 2 1  ±  0.008
Second-order energy-energy correlations 0.117 ±  0.005
Hadronic r-decays 0.118 ±  0.005
All-orders resummed predictions for differential 
2-jet rate, heavy je t  mass and thrust variables.
0.125 ±  0.005
Table 2 .2 : Summary of a s(M z)  measurements by ALEPH.
2.3 Fragmentation.
The je t formation process is known as “fragmentation” . This is depicted in 
Figure 2.8. W ith the assumption of “local parton-hadron duality” , perturbative 
Q c d  can successfully predict the je t rates, particularly if higher orders are 
approximated. This is represented by the perturbative region (i) in the schematic 
diagram. After a certain amount of gluon radiation, the virtuality for the 
interactions of the partons drops and a 5 increases. At some point a s becomes 
sufficiently large th a t perturbative Q c d  is no longer valid. In the absence of any 
simple Q c d  description at this scale, a number of phenomenological M onte Carlo 
models [13]- [21] have been devised to describe the non-perturbative region (ii). 
This stage in the je t formation process is known as “hadronisation” , since it 
is here tha t “colourless” hadrons are formed from the colour-charged partons. 
The final stage of fragmentation (iii), involves the decay of unstable hadrons. 
The lifetimes and branching ratios for many decays have been m easured and the 
results incorporated in the Monte Carlo models. A simulation of the  effects of 
detectors on the hadrons is often added to the Monte Carlo so th a t the prediction 
can be compared directly with experimental measurements.
Perturbative Q cd can be used to predict certain inclusive distributions where
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Figure 2.8: Diagram depicting the various stages on the fragmentation o f  partons  
into hadrons.
the local parton-hadron duality hypothesis can be applied. This states th a t the 
hadron distributions follow the parton distributions. The hypothesis originated 
from analytical studies of the inclusive m om entum  spectra of partons compared 
to hadrons [22]. Perturbative Q cd  also predicts successfully the energy-energy 
correlations and the thrust distributions of hadrons. The calculations cannot be 
applied to event features which are not infrared safe. Furthermore, perturbative 
Q cd  is not able to predict the final hadron species produced in fragm entation, 
although the theory does involve flavour generating mechanisms.
The prediction of the inter-jet particle flow in three-jet events can be m ade us­
ing analytical Q cd  with certain approximations. This is outlined in Sections 2.6.1 
- 2.6.4. Perturbative Q cd  cannot be used to describe all the features of hadronic 
events. Instead Monte Carlo models are used which have the perturbative physics 
incorporated together with some mechanism for generating the non-perturbative 
physics.
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2.3.1 Monte Carlo fragmentation models.
The purpose of Monte Carlo fragmentation models is to attem pt to describe 
fully the features of hadronic events, and to give further understanding to the 
underlying fragmentation mechanisms. The models tend to be subdivided into 
the processes depicted in Figure 2.8. The perturbative Q c d  process (Stage i) 
can be treated using an exact second-order matrix element calculation, or more 
commonly using leading-logarithm approximations, known as the parton shower 
approach, which gives a better description of the shape of events. The nature 
of hadronic events is influenced by coherence effects, where the radiation of soft 
gluons at wide angles for successive gluon radiation is suppressed. If a parent 
parton radiates a gluon and either of these partons then radiates a softer gluon, 
where the softer gluon is radiated at an angle greater than the first branching, it 
acts as if it were radiated from the initial parton. This is equivalent to ordering 
in the emission angles of gluons.
Hadronisation (Stage ii) is treated in several different ways in the models. 
Independent fragmentation was first used to describe the fragmentation of a 
je t [13]. In this m ethod hadrons are split off from each parton, leaving it 
with scaled down energy. An energy-independent fragmentation function is 
used to describe the fraction of the remaining energy removed by each hadron. 
Independent fragmentation models have fallen into disrepute and are rarely used 
in Lep studies, since they do not model the data well, particularly in three-jet 
events [23, 24]. This may be due in part to the lack of theoretical study of these 
models, however other models now exist with more intuitive features. Collinear 
divergences can cause problems with independent fragmentation models and they 
can also suffer from non-conservation of flavour, energy and momentum. Instead 
of independent fragm entation, two hadronisation schemes are widely used, known 
as cluster fragmentation and string fragmentation. These are embodied in the 
HERWIG and JE TSET models, which are described briefly in the following sections.
C luster Fragm entation  in th e  H erw ig m odel.
In the HERWIG model [20], a parton shower is used to describe the perturbative 
stage of the je t fragmentation. This follows the modified leading-logarithm ap­
proach with coherence effects implicit in the process. At some shower cut-off scale, 
specified by a param eter in the model, the gluons present are split into quark- 
antiquark pairs. The non-perturbative region is treated using “preconfinement” , 
with the quarks and antiquarks combined to form colourless clusters w ith cluster 
mass of a few GeV. The clusters are considered as superpositions of a series of 
broad resonances. The cluster decays are treated as two body decays which are 
dominated by phase space, with the decays isotropic in the rest frame of the 
cluster. Each allowed cluster decay channel is given a weight according to  the
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density of states of the decay products. This gives a very simple trea tm ent of 
hadronisation, with few free param eters in the model.
String F ragm entation  in th e  J e tse t  m od el.
The JE TSE T  model [21] uses either a parton shower or the second-order m atrix 
element calculation to generate the perturbative stage of fragm entation. In the 
non-perturbative region a linear confinement principle is evoked, with the colour 
field lines from each colour charge confined between the partons. This colour flux 
tube is approxim ated by a string at its centre, stretched between the partons, 
and with constant energy per unit length of ~ 1  GeV/fm. As the partons move 
apart, the string between is stretched such tha t the potential energy of the string 
increases. At some point the  string may break by the production of a quark- 
antiquark pair, with each joined by a string-piece to one of the original partons. 
Further breaks in the string-pieces may occur if their invariant mass is large 
enough. During this process, the remaining string pieces form the hadrons. W here 
a string break occurs, an energy-independent fragmentation function is used to 
describe the fraction of energy taken by each string-piece. This fragm entation 
function is symmetric and can be applied to either end of the string, as the string 
breaks are causally disconnected.
W here there is only a quark and antiquark present after the perturbative step, 
the string is stretched directly between the two partons. If in addition there are 
gluons present, these are trea ted  as kinks in the string, with each gluon attached 
to two string pieces. This formulation, unlike Independent Fragm entation models, 
is safe from collinear divergences. In the limit of vanishing gluon energy, the two 
parton string picture is regained, so string fragm entation is infra-red safe. As 
a consequence of the gluon having two strings attached, the ratio of the gluon 
to quark string force is two. Compared to cluster fragm entation, this allows 
more scope for quark and gluon je t differences to arise in the non-perturbative 
hadronisation stage. The effect of the string model on gluon je t fragm entation is 
discussed further in Section 2.6, where the string is seen to have an influence on 
the particle flow in three-jet events generated using JETSET.
2.4 Final-state radiation from quarks.
Photon radiation from leptons is a Q ed  process which can be successfully 
calculated using perturbation  theory. Quarks carry charge, enabling them  to 
radiate photons in the same way as leptons, but with a lower coupling to  the 
photon due to the fractional charge of quarks. Photon radiation from quarks 
is complicated by competion with gluon radiation. The lowest-order Feynman 
diagram for photon radiation from a final-state quark is shown in Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: Final-state radiation from the primary q or q at LEP.
Comparing this to Figure 2 .3 , where a gluon is radiated from the final-state quark, 
it can be seen th a t to first-order the two processes are similar. The relative rates 
for these two processes to first-order is given by the ratio of the coupling of the 
quark to the photon or gluon, th a t is e^ctQED/CF&s- The higher-order processes 
are more complicated in Q cd , due to the effects of colour and the triple and 
quartic-gluon vertex.
W hen combining photon and gluon radiation together, the calculation of the 
rates of events w ith multi-jets and photons becomes more involved [25]. After 
the first radiation of a photon or gluon, the energy of the quark available for 
further radiation is reduced. Furthermore, the quark recoils during emission 
to conserve transverse momentum. There is also the problem of time-ordering, 
where the photon can be em itted  before or after gluon radiation. It was 
explained in Section 2.3.1 th a t when gluons Eire successively radiated from a quark, 
angular-ordering occurs, and the later gluons are em itted with lower transverse 
momentum. Using the same idea, if a soft photon is em itted from a quark with 
a transverse wavelength which is long compared to the interaction region, then 
it cannot resolve the details of the interaction, and must be em itted at a later 
tim e than the gluon. The order of photon and gluon emission thus depends on 
the relative energies th a t each carries. In events with two jets and an isolated 
photon, the photon has high transverse momentum with respect to the je t axis, 
so it is likely to have been em itted before gluon radiation had occurred. In events 
of this type, the initial radiation of the photon is thus kinematically similar to the 
radiation of a hard gluon, which initiates a  three-jet event. By comparing these 
two event types, the effect of the radiation of a hard gluon on the perturbative 
and non-perturbative stages of fragmentation can be studied.
The rates of events with an isolated photon and a number of hadronic jets 
has been studied by the LEP collaborations and compared with Monte Carlo 
results. The analyses involve clustering of hadronic events using a je t algorithm,
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identification of photons from a background of neutral hadrons and some form of 
isolation criterion to define a photon from final-state radiation. Contradictory 
results have been obtained because the event cuts used in each analysis can 
lim it the available phase space to measure photon emission in different ways. 
The isolation condition for the photon has been defined using an isolation cone 
m ethod [26, 27] and using a je t clustering algorithm [28]. However, if either of 
these m ethods is introduced in the theoretical calculations, then problems such 
as infrared singularities can occur.
2.5 Gluon jets.
Three-jet events from e+ e~ collisions were first seen by the TASSO Collab­
oration at the PET R A  collider, running at a centre of mass energy y/s  of 
27 GeV [29]. These provided evidence for the existence of gluons. Less was 
known about the fragm entation of gluons than about quark fragmentation, since 
at y/s  ~  30 — 35 GeV the jets are often poorly separated for the purpose of je t 
comparisons. Furthermore, the difficulty in identifying gluon jets from quark jets 
gives rise to  some differences in the results between experim ental studies.
2.5.1 Theoretical prediction for quark and gluon jet mul­
tiplicities.
The gluon je t fragm entation is initially influenced by the ggg-coupling, instead of 
the qqg-coupling in the case of quark jets. To first order and in the lim it of infinite 
je t energy, this gives a predicted ratio between gluon and quark je t multiplicities 
of ^  =  | .  Higher order corrections have been calculated [30] which modify this 
ratio to:
<  n  > g i u o n  _  9 j a s(Q2) A  N f  _  2 N j C f \
<  n > quark “  4 |_ V 2 tr \ 3  3CU 3Ca J
giving a ratio of ~ 2  at the e+e“ collider energies. The fragm entation of heavy 
quarks gives softer je ts with higher multiplicity, compared to jets from lighter 
quarks, so the presence of 6 -quark jets will further reduce the ratio of multiplicities 
of gluon and quark jets.
2.5.2 Experim ental quark and gluon jet m easurem ents.
Most of the experim ental measurements of quark and gluon je t properties have 
been m ade at e+e-  colliders. Some analyses used energy-ordering to separate
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quark and gluon samples. Quark jets have also been taken from two-jet events 
for comparison. Some attem pts have been made to unfold the quark and gluon 
je t properties from the samples, but identification of the quark and gluon jets 
remains the greatest challenge in the experimental studies.
The JADE collaboration [31] selected three-jet events from e+e“ data  at 
y/s =  33 GeV. The lowest energy je t (jet 3) in each event had energies in the 
range 6-10 GeV and was assumed to be the gluon jet. These were compared to 
the medium energy jet (jet 2 ) in three-jet events at y/s =  2 2  GeV, which had 
je t energies in the same range, and was assumed to be a quark jet. Another 
comparison was made with quark jets from two-jet events (jet 1) at y/s  =  14 
GeV. The ratio of the mean transverse momentum of tracks in the jet:
<  P l  > i
was determined, comparing the gluon je t sample (jet 3) and the quark je t samples 
(jet 2 or je t 1). For the first comparison, < r 32 > was measured to be 1.13±0.04 for 
all particles and 1.10 ±  0.05 for charged particles only. In the second comparison 
< r 3 1 >  was 1.16 ±  0.02 between jet 3 and jet 1 from the two-jet events. From 
the first comparison, the ratio of multiplicities was measured as 1.06 ±  0 . 0 2  for 
all particles and 1.07 ±  0.02 for charged particles only.
The HRS Collaboration [32] studied three-fold-symmetric three-jet events with 
y/s =  29 GeV at P E P . The jets in ea*ch event were ranked by multiplicity and 
the je t with highest multiplicity was “tagged” as the gluon jet. After corrections 
the ratio <  ng >  /  <  nq >  was measured as 1.29t[];32 ±  0.20.
The M a r k  II Collaboration [33] examined the fractional momentum distri­
bution xp =  for charged track i im j et j  for the three-fold-symmetric three-jet 
events at y/s =  29 GeV. Compared to  two je t events at y/s =  19.3 GeV, the gluon- 
tagged jets had fewer particles witlh x p >  0.4. The TASSO Collaboration [34] 
carried out a similar measurement for Ithree-jet events at y/s ~  35 GeV compared 
to two-jet events at y/s ~  2 2  GeV and reported no significant difference between 
quark and gluon jets.
The A m y  Collaboration [35] have analysed asymmetric three-jet events from 
TRISTAN with y/s  =  50 — 60.8 GeV. A mean core energy fraction was defined as 
the fraction of the je t energy w ithin a, cone of half angle 60° around the je t axis. 
The lower energy jets with higher g;luon content were found to contain a smaller 
mean core energy fraction than the higher energy jets in each event. The former 
also had a lower mean rapidity for Ithe leading particle in the jet.
The VEN U S Collaboration [36] selected three-fold symmetric qqg and qq'j 
events at a centre of mass energy of 58 GeV. The xp spectrum was found to be 
softer in the je ts from the qqg compared to  the qq'y jets.
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Comparing the results from all the pre-LEP e+e~ colliders, it is seen th a t 
gluon je ts have slightly higher multiplicities than quark jets, and a softer particle 
spectrum . Furthermore, gluon je ts tend to be broader than quark jets, although 
there is conflicting evidence from p± measurements due to the difficulty in 
identifying quark and gluon jets. The data  has been compared to three-jet events 
generated using independent fragm entation, cluster fragm entation and string 
fragm entation models. Parton shower Monte Carlo models incorporating cluster 
or string fragmentation describe the data  significantly better than independent 
fragm entation models. This has contributed to the decline in popularity of 
independent fragmentation.
At the higher centre of mass energy of the LEP collider, the jets in hadronic 
events are better collimated and there is wider separation between the je ts in 
three-jet events. In addition, running at the Z° resonance gives a vast increase 
in statistics, perm itting adequate je t samples to be selected with the quark je ts 
“tagged” from the decays of prim ary 6 -quarks. This gives samples of quark and 
gluon jets tha t are well defined and high in purity.
The OPAL Collaboration have made two studies of sym m etric “Y” events [37, 
38], where the angles between the highest energy je t and the two lower energy 
jets in the three-jet events was in the range 150 ±  10°. In these events, the two 
lower energy jets have a similar range of energies of 16.9-31.7 GeV and the mean 
energies of the je t samples are 24.5 ± 0 .5  GeV. In the first study, the gluon je t was 
“anti-tagged” by requiring a high m om entum  lepton in one of the lower energy 
jets. A second sample was prepared with no tagging of the two lower energy je ts 
to give a 50% quark je t and 50% gluon je t m ixture. The ratio  of gluon to quark 
multiplicities was found to be 1.03 ±  0.03to!ooand the charged multiplicity ratio 
1.02±0.04l§;§o- Fitting a gaussian to the momentum distribution versus angle to 
each je t axis, a ratio of 1.42 ±  0.081q!oo was measured for the widths of the gluon 
and quark jets. The second study by OPAL used vertex tagging to “anti-tag” the 
gluon jets. A ratio of 1.267 ±  0.043 ±  0.055 was measured for the multiplicities 
and 1.326 ±  0.054 ±  0.073 for the charged multiplicities of the gluon and quark 
jets. The quark jets were seen to be narrower, with 31% of the je t energy w ithin 
a cone of 5° half angle around the je t axis, compared to 14% for the gluon jets. 
In these studies, JETSET and HERWIG describe the data  reasonably well, where 
as the independent fragm entation model COJETS [19] does not.
2.6 The “String Effect” .
At e+e“ colliders the particles flow in the event plane of three-jet events has 
been extensively studied [23, 24, 32, 39-44]. In the region between the q and 
q jets, a lower particle flow has been measured compared to the particle flow
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Figure 2.10: Diagram depicting the string topology in a three-parton final-state. 
The parton directions are represented by the thick dotted lines, the string by the 
solid lines and the string direction by the thin dotted lines.
in the regions between the q and g jets and between the q and g jets. This 
phenomenon has been called the “string effect” , since it was first explained using 
string fragmentation. However coherent gluon emission in perturbative Q cd  can 
also be shown to describe this behaviour in three-jet events [2 2 ], so it has also 
been called the “drag effect” , since the radiation of a hard gluon appears to drag 
the particle flow in the same direction.
The string explanation arises from the string topology in three-jet events 
according to these models. It was mentioned in Section 2.3.1 that if gluons are 
present after the parton shower, then these form kinks in the string stretched 
from q to q. If a hard gluon is em itted from the q or q (Figure 2.10), then the 
string pieces between q and g and between g and q move in a direction given by 
the vector sum of the m om enta of the partons at either end of the string piece. 
Hadronisation occurs by quark-antiquark pairs being produced at string breaks. 
This is determined in the rest frame of the string, so the quarks and antiquarks 
are boosted along the direction of motion of the string. In a three-jet event this 
causes the hadrons to be boosted away from the region between q and q to the 
inter-jet regions on either side of the hard gluon.
2.6.1 Analytical QCD derivation of the “string effect” .
A perturbative Q cd  explanation for the string effect can be achieved by 
considering the radiation of soft gluons in qqg and qqj  events. If the energy 
of the gluons is much less than th a t of the partons from which they are radiated, 
then their wavelength is too long to resolve the structure of individual partons. 
This gives two distinct advantages in the calculation of the particle flow. The
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(a) N o soft gluon radia­
tion associated with ex ter­
nal lines i o r  j.
(b) Soft gluon radiation  
from  external line i.
(c) S oft gluon radiation  
from  an in ternal line.
Figure 2.11: Diagrams representing all processes (N) that produce external partons 
i and j .
first benefit is tha t only the radiation of soft gluons from external partons need 
be determined. Consider the Feynman diagram in Figure 2 .1 1 a, where the left 
hand side represents a summation of the diagrams that produce the two external 
partons i and j .  The propagator for the internal parton line is:
1 1 
____________________________ r s j  __________
(pi +  Pj)2 +  ie ~  2pt .pj
for massless partons. The denom inator here is significantly non-zero, so the 
propagator is a small factor. If a soft gluon with 4-momentum k radiates from 
external parton z, as depicted by Figure 2.11b, then this gives rise to  an additional 
propagator term  given by:
1
(pi +  k)2 2  pi.k
1
2Eiu( l  — cos0)
where Ei and u  are the energies of the parton i and soft gluon, and 0 is the angle 
of emission of the soft gluon. Since u  is small, this propagator is significant. If 
instead the soft gluon is radiated from an internal parton line, represented by 
Figure 2.11c, then the additional propagator is:
1 ^   1______________
(pi +  Pj +  k)2 ~  2-Pi-Pj +  2u>(Ei +  Ej)(  1 -  cos O')
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Figure 2 .1 2 : Soft gluon radiation from an external quark line.
Here again the denominator is non-zero, giving a propagator term that is negli­
gible compared to the previous propagator for the on-shell parton, so diagrams 
for radiation from internal partons can be dropped.
If the radiated gluons are too soft to resolve the structure of the partons, this 
suggests tha t the same description can be used for all the soft gluons in an event, 
whether they were em itted from spin |  quarks or spin 1 gluons. The radiation of 
soft gluons from quarks and hard gluons is combined in the calculation by treating 
the partons collectively as antennae for the radiation of gluons, and summing 
the contributions from each radiating dipole. This formulation is outlined in 
Sections 2.6.2 - 2.6.3.
For qq'y events, the radiative pattern  is similar to that for two jet events, but 
boosted into the rest frame of the q and q. If there is a gluon present rather than 
a 7 , this gives rise to additional gluon radiation in the direction of the gluon. 
However the interference between the radiation from the gluon and from the q 
and q causes less gluon radiation in the opposite direction. The relative difference 
in the gluon radiation in the interjet regions is determined in Section 2.6.4 for 
symmetric qqy and qqg events.
2.6.2 The m atrix element for soft gluon radiation.
Consider a soft gluon with 4-momentum k and polarisation e(k), radiated from 
a quark q th a t is nearly on-mass shell. This can be represented by the Feynman 
diagram in Figure 2.12, where the left hand side of the diagram, IV, represents a 
summation of all possible diagrams giving rise to the external quark. The m atrix  
element for this process M^N+g  ^ can be written:
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M /w+9 )(q) =  *)2+ ™ t  M f 1' \ q +  k ) ^ ( k )
=  ig.T%n(q) ~  ^  *  T " +  7" ^  M \ N)\ q  +  fcK ^fc) (2 .1 )
Z q . k
where a light quark mass has been assumed. Here XJJ is the quark colour factor for
the process and M j N\ q )  =  u(q) .MjN  ^ (q) is the m atrix element for the processes 
giving rise to N.  Since u ( q ) ( $ — m)  =  0, Equation 2.1 becomes:
M f +9) =  ig .T*B(q)  (29" +  ^  M j N)'(q +  fc)e*»(fc)
The gluon energy u; <C the energy of the quark. This enables the Eikonal 
approximation to be applied, such tha t the recoil of the quark during the process 
can be neglected. Dropping the soft gluon term  in the num erator gives the 
simplified expression:
JW f+s) =  igsT « i ^ - M \ N\ q )  (2.2)
Consider now the more complicated case of the soft gluon radiated from a 
hard gluon g, represented by Figure 2.13.
The m atrix element m [N+9  ^ can be written:
m In+9)
• [(*7 (2<7 T  & ) / T (2k T
.e*fi(k)e*u(g)
where daT(g -f k) in the num erator represents the sum over possible gluon polar­
isations. For a nearly on-mass shell gluon, this is dominated by the transversely 
polarised states, so daT(g +  k) =  J2\=T^*\(g +  k)e\(g  +  k). The f abc factor 
represents the colour factors for this process. W ith e(g).g =  0 and c(k).k =  0, 
the m atrix element becomes:
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Figure 2.13: Soft gluon radiation from an external gluon line.
M {bN+3) =  +
• [(^7 ^ ) t ^7fj.u “I-  2/Cj/TyT^]
.e**Jl(k)e*l'(g)
But gT-daT(g) ~  0, so:
M {bN+9) =  9 s f aicM £ y ( g  +  k ) - - ^ +- k)-
.[ 2fcT77^ j, 2^ 77^  -(- 2kugr^
. e^(k)e^(g )
Neglecting the recoil of the hard gluon gives:
M {bN+3) =  9s f abcM £ y ( g ) ^ - .  -  2g,Vl,T. ^ ( k ) e ' “'(g)
=  - g s f abci^ - M ^  
g.k
This expression for the m atrix  element for soft gluon emission from a hard gluon is 
now in a similar form to Equation 2.2 for soft gluon emission from a hard quark.
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Since the soft gluons cannot resolve the structure of the partons, the m atrix 
element for soft gluon emission in the event is just the sum of the contributions 
from the partons.
m(n+s) = f“Pi-
i P i - k
where T “ represents the colour factors for gluon radiation from each parton i.
m { N + s ) 2 =  tK (fc). M (iV)
M (W)
A /*
where J'^(k) =  If the Axial gauge is chosen, then the gluon
propagator is
dfU/(k) — —T] +
k ^ r t y  + k y T i p  n 2 k ^ k y
n.k (n.k ) 2
-  U  -n . k  / V n . k  /
The m atrix  element squared is then:
i f * -  k -J>
n.k n .k
Here k .J ‘ =  k.g, E ,  =  gs E i  Tta, so
Y f ? ( — ------- — )
Y  n . k ’
M N (2.3)
=  - J ^ { k ) J u{k) M N
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with insertion current defined as:
j  =  „ T pm -E i____ !L
M 3 s L  , ( p,.k n.k
Equation 2.3 can be further simplified since:
y -  r p a  n  _  n  r p a
V  *' n.k ~  n.k V  1
which is zero for a net colour zero source such as a Z° decay. This gives:




0 X""' rT a  rP a  P i ' P j  , \  y r p a \ 2  P i
&  f - J'(w.fe)(w .fc)+ Y  (P‘-k)2
M N (2.4)
The first sum in Equation 2.4 represents the interference between the gluon 
emission sources. The sum of all possible colour charges is zero, so Tj =  0A A A t
and (Ti) =  T,-.(— ^j)- Substituting this into Equation 2.4 leads to:
|M (N+s) |2 =
i>j
P i - P j 1 P \ 1 Pi
(Pi-k)(pj-k) 2 (pi.k)2 2 (pj .ky
M N
This can be further simplified by setting p2{ — p2- — 0 in the massless quark limit, 
such th a t only the first term  need be considered. From this equation it can be 
seen th a t the soft gluon distribution is independent of the energies of the partons. 
The effects of interference of gluons emitted from partons i and j  can be shown 
by considering the term
w  =  __ pup,
'J (P i - k ) { p , . k )
Here
Pi.k =  u E i( l  — cos 9ik) 
=  uEiQk
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so Wij becomes singular at Oik =  Ojk =  0 . Splitting Wij into a term  corresponding 
to each parton gives:





CikCjk Cik Cjk _ 
i ^ Cj ~  C~fc
Cik Cjk






_ Cik Cjk Cik Cjk _ 
1 I Cij ~  Cjk
Cjk \  Cii
+ 1
Consider the term:
w ; 3(k) =  - ik1 1 I  Cij — C
2 Cik \  Cjk 
1 1
2  (1  -  cos 0%k)
+ 1J
^(1 — COS $ij)  — (1 — COS i^A;) 
 ^ (1 COS
+ 1
For the angles 6ij, $ik, Ojk and <f> defined in Figure 2.14, the function inside 
the bracket can be written:
cos$ik — cos 0{j 
1 — (cos Oij cos Oik +  sin Oij sin Oik cos <f>) + 1
This shape of this term  is plotted as a function of <j> in Figure 2.15 for Oik <  @ij 
and Oik >  0^. Where Oik <  Oij this term  is positive for all values of <^>, w ith a 
mean value of 2 .
However if Oik >  0^ then the function can be negative, having a m ean value of 
zero. This demonstrates tha t destructive interference can occur between partons 
during soft gluon radiation. For some angles 0ij and Oik the function is
more sharply peaked at <j> =  0 °, i.e. between partons i and j .
2.6.3 Calculation of the particle flow in 3-jet events.
From Equation 2.3 it is possible to see tha t the cross-section for soft gluon 
radiation is given by a  ~  —J . J \ M ^ \ 2. Thus the relative particle flow can be
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<t>
Figure 2.14: Definition of the angles Oij, Oik, Ojk and <f> between two partons i  and 
j  and a soft gluon k
obtained from the square of the insertion current J 2. This can be approximated 
by:
J 2 ~  2 ^ T j .T . P.-Pj
i>j ( P i - k ) { p j - k )
2  Y .T i -T iW a
i > j
Thus for a q q j  event (Figure 2.16a) the square of the insertion current is given 
by:
J  ~  2TqTqWqq (2.5)
and for a qqg event (Figure 2.16b):
J 5 TqTqWqq +  f qf gWqg + TgTqWqg (2 .6 )
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(a) 6 i j  =  70°, 0 ik  =  50°. (b) 0 ^  =  70°, 0 i k  =  150°.
Figure 2.15: Function C  x W-j(k) plotted for different values of  <f>.
C  =  2 .u;2.(l — cos^-fc) is a constant. The function has been plotted for 0ik <  0ij 
and Oik >  Oij.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.16:
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The following equalities can be used to evaluate Equations 2.5 and 2.6:
f q +  f q +  f g =  0
f , . f ,  =  CF 
2  Nc 
Ts .Tg =  CA 
= N,
T- =  — T1<! 1<i
Thus for the q q j  event:
For the qqg event: 
J 2
J 2 ~  2CFWqq (2.7)
—  =  Tq.TqWqq +  Tq.TgW qg +  Tg.TqWqg
=  Tq.TqWqq +  Tq. -  ( f ,  +  Tq)Wqg +  f q. -  ( f ,  +  t , ) W qg 
=  t r T ^ W qq -  W „  -  Wqg) -  CF(Wqg +  Wqg) (2.8)
Tq.Tq can be determined from:
Tg =  ( f ,  +  f 7 ) 2 
C A =  2C f + 2Ta.Tq
which gives




Substituting this in Equation 2.8:
J 2 I N 2 —
Y  =  w c (Wqq -  Wq° ~  Wqs) -  “ 2 A T {Wq9 +  W'a)
=  Y Wqg +  Y Wqs ~  W c w *  (2'9)
The relative particle flow in qq*y and qqg events is thus given by the simple 
expressions 2.7 and 2.9 respectively. For the q q j  event, there is ju st one term  
which relates to the colour antenna between the q and q. The particle flow in 
the qqg event has three term s, two of these relating to antennae between the q 
and g and between the  q and g. The third term  corresponds to a weaker antenna 
between the q and q. To evaluate the particle flow in a specific three-jet event 
configuration, the three factors Wqq, Wqg and W qg need to be calculated. This is 
shown in the following section for a symmetric “Y” event topology.
2.6.4 Ratio o f particle flows in sym m etric qq~y and qqg 
events.
Consider sym m etric qq'j and qqg events aligned as in Figure 2.17, where the 
<?, q and 7  or g  have the following 4-vectors:
q =  (1 , sin 0 , 0 , cos 0 ) 
q =  (1 , —sin 0 , 0 , cos 0 ) 
g  = (1,0,0,-1)
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where the energy is normalised to unity. For soft gluon radiation gsof t directly 
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( 1  — cos 9). 2
The ratio of the particle flows q q j  to qqg is then:
J 2(<i9y) _  CFWq-q
J 2(<N9)
Nc (  1 + c o s  8 \    1 ( 2 sin2 9 \
2 \ 1 — c o s # /  2Nc \  (1 —c o s # ) 2 /
( N ? - l \ (  2  sin2 9 \
{  N 2 J [ s i n2 9 - ^ s i n 2 9 j




Given the initial parton 4-momenta, the mean relative particle flows can be 
predicted in a similar m anner for any three-jet event.
w  +  & - W - ___- W -yv 99 r  2 vv 99 2Nc M
( 2 sin2 # \
V 2NC /  V ( l - c o s 0 ) 2 /
=
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Ratio 0.3 <  ^  <  0.7Pi 2 Data JETSET Hoyer
All particles 1.39 ±  0.04 1.33 ±  0.03 1.09 ±  0.03
Charged only 1.42 ±  0.06 1.27 ±  0.03 1.04 ±  0.04
All p0^  >  0.3 GeV/c 1.73 ±  0.13 1.55 ±  0.07 1.12 ±  0.07
Charged p™* >  0.3 GeV/c 1.82 ±  0.16 1.52 ±  0.08 1.14 ±  0.09
Kaons 1.9 ±  0.2 1.7 ±  0.15 1.14 ±  0.1
Energy flow 1.56 ±  0.04 1.50 ±  0.03 1.20 ±  0.03
Table 2.3: Measurements of the ratio of inter-jet particle flows by 
JAD E compared to predictions from the JETSET string fragmen­
tation model and Hoyer independent fragmentation model.
2.6.5 Experim ental measurements of the “string effect” .
The particle flow in three-jet events has been studied by a number of experiments. 
The JADE collaboration [23, 39] took hadronic events at a centre of mass energy 
of 30-36 GeV and ranked the jets in three-jet events by energy. The m atrix  
element for qqg is at a m aximum for low gluon energy, so the lowest energy 
je t is most often the gluon je t. The ratio of the particle flows between jets 1 
and 3 and between je ts 1 and 2 was measured and is shown in Table 2.3 along 
with the predictions from the JETSET string model and the Hoyer independent 
fragm entation model [14]. The depletion in the particle flows in between jets 1 
and 2  can clearly be seen. The independent fragmentation model clearly fails to 
describe this effect. It is shown in a later paper [39] tha t the HERWIG model also 
describes the string effect, whilst independent fragmentation models by Ali [15] 
and by Gottschalk [18] do not describe the depletion in particle flow between 
jets 1 and 2. Similar results have been obtained by the HRS [32], T P C  [40] and 
TASSO [41] collaborations.
An alternative m ethod of analysis involved comparing three-jet events with 
qlpj events. The radiative pattern  of a qqr) event is similar to a two-jet event, bu t
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Ratio








1.62 ±  0.07 
1.66 ±  0.09 
1.68 ±  0.09
1.67 ±  0.07 
1.65 ±  0.08 
1.78 ±  0.09
1.54 ±  0.02 1 . 0 2  ±  0 . 0 1
Table 2.4: Measurements of the ratio of inter-jet particle flows by 
OPAL compared to predictions from the JETSET string fragmen­
tation model and the COJETS independent fragmentation model.
with the radiative pattern  boosted into the rest frame of the qq system. A similar 
effect is seen with string fragmentation, where the fragmentation occurs in the 
rest frame of the string stretched between the two q and q. Thus the particle 
flow between the q and q is enhanced. Comparing the particle flows between 
the quark jets in the qqg and qq7 events, the TPC Collaboration [42], M ARK  II 
Collaboration [43] and the JADE Collaboration [44] measured a ratio of 0.6-0.7 
halfway between the quark jets.
In the aforementioned analyses, the gluon jet is identified as the lowest energy 
jet. This is not particularly satisfactory, since this is only true in up to 65% of 
cases, depending on the event selection. This makes it difficult to interpret the 
data and remove any additional effects caused by the energy-ordering of the jets. 
The higher statistics available at L e p  and the ability to tag 6 -quark jets, gives 
some scope for improved analyses. The O p a l  Collaboration [24] has made a 
study of three-jet events where one or both of the quark jets had been tagged as 
a 6-quark je t using a lepton-tag. Using this method, the gluon jets were identified 
with about 84% purity. Comparing the region between the q and g jets w ith th a t 
between q and q je ts, a ratio of 1.6-1.7 was found for the particles flows (Table 
2.4), but this depended on the exact configuration of the three jets in the  events 
analysed. The predicted ratio for “Mercedes” (three-fold symmetric) events from 
the soft gluon calculation outlined in Section 2.6.4 is y .  The JETSET string 
model was again found to reproduce the results of the data, where as the COJETS  
independent fiagm entation model [19] showed no difference in the particle flow 
when comparing the inter-jet regions.
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2.7 Summary.
From the late 1970’s to the present, a large number of m ulti-jet hadronic 
events have been recorded at e+e“ colliders. This has lead to high-precision 
measurements of a s, the strong coupling constant, from the observed three-jet 
rate. Analytical Q c d  and parton shower Monte Carlo models can describe well 
the overall properties of hadronic events. The theoretical models make predictions 
for the particle flow in three-jet events and the properties of quark and gluon jets. 
However the im pact of experim ental results has been limited by low statistics and 
the inability in most analyses to successfully identify quark and gluon je ts in three- 
je t events. This has lead to some uncertainty in the nature of quark and gluon 
jets, so there is a gap between what experimentalists can measure and what theory 
predicts. Studies of three-jet events at L e p  by the OPAL collaboration, where 
quark je ts have been successfully identified, have provided a comparison of non­
leading quark and gluon jets a t ~24 GeV in a symmetric three-jet event topology. 
Further studies of three-jet events using different analysis procedures and a wider 
range of event topologies and je t energies are required to fully understand the 
nature of quark and gluon jets, and their formation in hadronic events. It is hoped 
tha t the analysis described in Chapters 4- 6  will help to fulfill this requirement.
Chapter 3 
The ALEPH  detector.
3.1 Introduction.
This chapter provides a brief introduction to the A L E PH  detector, followed by a 
description of the main sub-detectors that were used in the analyses described 
in Chapters 4- 6 . The identification of electrons, muons and photons is then 
discussed. A  more detailed description of the A L E PH  detector can be found 
in [45, 46]. The identification of leptons in hadronic events is discussed in more 
detail in [47].
3.2 D etector overview.
The purpose of the A L E P H  detector is to study the electroweak and strong nuclear 
forces by measuring the decays of the Z° boson, and to search for new phenomena. 
The events produced from Z°  decays can be complex, with particles distributed 
over 47r solid angle. In the case of hadronic decays, such as Figures 2.2, 2.4 and 2.6, 
the events can have high multiplicity. To fully measure the products of Z° decays, 
the detector’s tracking system and highly granular calorimeters cover close to An 
in solid angle. A superconducting magnet provides a uniform magnetic field to 
measure the m om enta and polarity of charged particles. Ionisation measurements 
from the tracking system and profiles of energy deposits in the calorimeters allow 
identification of leptons, photons and hadrons in the detector.
The detector (Figure 3.1) has a cylindrical main barrel section built around the 
superconducting m agnet, and two end-caps (Figure 3.2) to cover the remaining 
solid angle. The electron-positron interactions take place inside an aluminium 
alloy beam  pipe running through the axis of the barrel section. The m agnet 
provides an axial magnetic field of 1.5 T to facilitate the measurement of 
charged particle momenta. Around the interaction point is a silicon strip vertex
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Figure 3.1: Cut-away diagram o f the A L E P H  detector showing the
main components. These are labelled a-g as follows: a - vertex detector
(V D E T );  b - inner tracking chamber (ITC); c - time projection chamber (TPC);  
d - electromagnetic calorimeter (EC A L); e - superconducting magnet; f  - hadron 
calorimeter (HCAL); g - muon chambers.
detector (V d e t ), which measures the point resolution of tracks with down to 
12pm  precision in ref. Surrounding the beam pipe is the inner tracking chamber 
( I t c ) ,  a wire chamber of 2m length, and inner and outer radii of 13cm and 29cm 
(Figure 3.3). This gives up to eight track coordinates in the plane perpendicular 
to the beam line with a precision of lOO/im in r</>. Outside the ITC is a cylindrical 
time projection chamber (TPC) of length 4.4m and outer radius 1.8m (Figure 3.4), 
which provides three-dimensional track coordinates. Combining track coordinates 
from the TPC, ITC and vertex detector, the momentum resolution for charged 
tracks Sp/p 2 ~  6 . 6  x 10~ 4 GeV/c. The TPC also gives a measurement of the energy 
loss of charged particles passing through the chamber, which contributes to 
the particle identification capability of the ALEPH detector.
Outside the TPC are two sampling calorimeters (Figure 3.5). Between the 
TPC and the magnetic coil is the electromagnetic calorimeter, ECAL, consisting
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(a) Face view of end-cap.
(b) Side view of end-caps.
Figure 3.2: Views o f the detector end-caps retracted from barrel section, showing 
electromagnetic calorimeter in the centre o f the pictures surrounded by the hadron 
calorimeter.
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Figure 3.3: View of the inner tracking chamber ( ITC)  before insertion into the 
A L E P H  detector.
of interleaved lead sheets and proportional tubes. Outside the magnetic coil is 
the hadron calorimeter, HCAL, consisting of alternating layers of iron plates and 
limited-streamer tubes (Figure 3.6). The position and angle of muons leaving the 
hadron calorimeter is measured using muon chambers, consisting of two layers 
of limited stream er tubes outside the hadron calorimeter. The luminosity is 
determined from the rate of Bhabha events at small scattering angles. This is 
measured using luminosity monitors in the endcaps, close to the beam  line.
3.3 Time projection chamber.
The tim e projection chamber (Figure 3.7) is a cylindrical volume of gas with 
uniform magnetic and electric fields along its axis. The electric field runs from 
each end-plate to a central diaphragm which divides the chamber into two halves. 
The inner and outer cylindrical walls of the TPC form a field cage to m aintain a 
constant and uniform electric field. Charged particles passing through the volume 
of the TPC cause ionisation of the argon/m ethane mixture contained within. The 
electrons from the ionised tracks drift to the end-plates of the chamber, where 
they cause ionisation avalanches in a plane of wire chambers. These induce signals 
on cathode pads located behind the wires. The r and <f> coordinates of tracks are 
given by interpolating between signals on cathode pads. The 2  coordinates are 
given by the drift time of the electrons travelling with constant drift velocity from
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Figure 3.4: View from  inside the T P C  volume, showing the inner and outer walls 
of the T P C  and the sectors on the end-plates.
the ionised track to the end-plate.
3.3.1 T h e laser calibration  system .
The gas inside the TPC is m aintained with a stable argon/m ethane mixing ratio 
at atmospheric pressure with O 2 and H20  contamination kept to a minimum, to 
ensure long-term stability of the drift velocity and gas gain. The drift velocity 
is calibrated from the tracks of laser beams fired into the chamber. Thirty 
pulsed laser beams are directed from the interaction point into the chamber, 
causing straight ionised tracks at specific angles, from which the drift tim e is 
determined. The laser calibration system is depicted in Figure 3.8. The Nd-YAG 
lasers produce a pulsed beam at a frequency of 266nm, with an energy of several 
mJ per pulse. Each beam is reflected from a beam switch to an actuator box 
where the beams can be steered. The beam is directed from the actuator box 
to a splitter ring on the TPC end-plate and split into three beams, which are 
reflected along the inside surface of the TPC to mirrors, which send the beams
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Figure 3.5: End-view of barrel section before cabling, showing the T P C  sectors. 
The T P C  is surrounded by the E C A L  modules, superconducting magnet and 
H C AL modules.
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Figure 3.6: View o f the H C A L  barrel section during construction of ALEP H . The 
twelve modules consisting o f layers of iron can be seen.
into the TPC volume in 30 directions away from the interaction region. At the 
actuator box and splitter ring there are light sensitive diodes, which can be used 
to measure the beam positions, and steer the beams using motorised mirrors.
3.3.2 Energy loss ^  in the T P C .
The amount of ionisation produced by tracks can be measured on up to 340 wires, 
depending on the angle and curvature of tracks in the TPC. This gives a resolution 
on the ~  of 4.4% for a track tha t is perpendicular to the beam pipe. The ^  is 
measured in TPC tracks where there are at least 50 wire measurements associated 
to the track. To avoid fluctuations in the Landau tail of the ^  m easurements, 
a truncated mean is determined for the lowest 60% of measurements only. This 
mean value is then corrected for the length of each track that is projected on 
to each wire and for attenuation in the ionisation caused bv the drift distance





Figure 3.7: Cut-away view o f the TPC.
variation. The variations in the TPC tem perature and pressure affect the gain of 
the avalanche at the TPC wires. This is corrected for on a run by run basis to 
keep the ionisation of minimum ionising pions constant.
The ^ 7  for particles is given by the modified Bethe-Bloch formula below:
(£ }= ]k [p*+2iogio(/?7) ~ /3<P3) ■151
where the density function 8 is a polynomial of order 5 and Pi, P2 and P3  are free 
parameters. To calibrate the ^  curves, 50 GeV electrons from Bhabha events are 
used to measure the plateau region, the relativistic rise is measured using muons 
from di-muon events and r  events and minimum ionising pions fix the minimum 
ionisation level. Tracks from kaons, pions and protons in hadronic events also are 
used to tune the param eters in the low velocity region. A plot of the of tracks 
in a number of events is shown in Figure 3.9 with the expected mean values for 
electrons, pions, kaons and protons superimposed. The ^  can be used to give 
significant separation between pions and electrons, particularly at low momenta.
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Figure 3.8: Schematic diagram of the TPC laser calibration system .
3.4 Electromagnetic calorimeter.
The electromagnetic calorimeter (E c a l)  is a sampling calorimeter, each module 
consisting of 45 sandwiched lead/proportional wire chamber layers, providing 
22 radiation lengths. The wire chambers are made from corrugated aluminium 
extrusions with a number of 25/im  wires running along the length (Figure 3.10). 
The open side of the chamber is covered by a thin mylar “window” , behind which 
the readout pads are located. The electromagnetic showers developed in the 
lead sheets cause ionisation in the wire chambers. The subsequent avalanches 
around the wires can be measured from the signal on the cathode pads. The gas 
inside the chambers is a m ixture of 80% Xe and 20% CO2 m aintained at 60mbar 
above atmospheric pressure. The gas tem perature, pressure and Xe content are 
monitored to limit fluctuations in gas gain. The position and to tal energy of 
electromagnetic showers can be determ ined from the 30 x 30 m m 2 cathode pads, 
which are connected internally to form “towers” pointing from the interaction 
point. Each tower is split into 3 storeys corresponding to the first stack of 10 
layers of lead providing 4 radiation lengths, the second stack of 23 layers giving 











0.25 1.5-0.25 0 0.5 0.75 1.25-0.5
fcio P
Figure 3.9: Measurements o f  the ^  of pions, kaons, protons arid electrons in the 
T P C  with the parameterised curves overlayed.
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L E A D  S H E E T
ANODE PLANE
e x t r u s io n s
g r o p h ite d  m y l a r
CATHODE PLANE
Figure 3.10: Diagram showing the construction of one ECAL stack layer. Each 
calorimeter module consists o f  f  5 layers.
The total of 73,728 towers cover a solid angle of 3.9tt, with cracks covering 2% of 
the barrel region and 6% of the endcaps. The electromagnetic energy resolution 
of the calorimeter is 18% / y / E  +  C, where C is a constant term.
3.5 Hadron calorimeter and muon chambers.
The hadron calorimeter consists of 22 layers of iron with limited streamer tubes as 
readout between each layer. The iron structure of the barrel section and endcaps 
forms the return yoke for the magnet. The 5cm thick iron layers provide a total 
thickness of 1.2 m. The PVC stream er tubes consist of strips of 8 long cells 
containing an Ar +  CO 2 +  isobutane mixture, with a 100fim  anode wire running 
up the middle of each cell. The streamer tubes work in a similar manner to 
proportional counters, but at a slightly higher voltage. Incident charged particles 
cause an ionisation avalanche around the cathode wires. The size of the ionisation 
is independent of the amount of primary ionisation caused by the primary particle.
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This ionisation causes signals to be induced on cathode pads on the side of the 
eight-cell unit. The signals from pads in dilferent layers are summed to form 
projective towers pointing from the interaction point, which subtend an azim uthal 
angle of 3.7°. Opposite the pads aluminium strips are positioned parallel to the 
wires. These give a digital signal each tim e the cell fires, to give a two-dimensional 
picture of the hadronic shower and to assist in muon identification.
Outside the iron of the calorimeter are two layers of streamer tubes, forming 
the muon chambers. These do not contribute to the energy measurement, but 
provide the coordinates of muons passing out of the calorimeter. These are read 
out by means of strip electrodes parallel and perpendicular to the cell wires, which 
allow the muon direction to be measured to 10-15mrad.
3.6 Trigger system.
The luminosity of Lep is such as to allow all e+e" interactions to be recorded. The 
trigger system is designed to perform this task, whilst keeping background events 
to a reasonable level. The main background comes from beam-gas interactions 
and beam  particles h itting the collimators on either side of the experiment. The 
trigger is divided into three levels, to provide increasing refinement in trigger 
decisions. The level 1 is triggered by signals from the ITC, TPC, E c a l  and 
H c a l. The detector is divided into segments, with signals from certain detectors 
in each segment causing a trigger. The triggers from individual segments are then 
combined to be tested by a number of defined physics triggers. These triggers 
then deliver a decision on whether to proceed to the next level. The to tal decision 
tim e for the level 1 trigger is 5fis.
The level 2 trigger looks for tracks in the TPC coming from the interaction 
region. This is based on signals from special pads situated between the standard 
pads in the TPC. The ECAL clearing tim e and TPC drift tim e to tal 61 (is. To 
ready the experim ent to accept the third bunch crossing after a level 1 trigger, 
the level 2  decision m ust be made and transm itted around the detector in a 
m aximum of 6 /is after the end of the TPC drift time. This is achieved using 
hard-wired processors to search for tracks in a number of zones within the TPC. 
Most events are processed before the end of the drift time, and tracks close to 
the middle m em brane of the TPC are processed within 2.25fis after the end of 
the TPC drift tim e. An affirmative decision from the level 2 trigger causes the 
entire detector to  be read out.
The level 3 trigger takes place after the data from the detector has been read 
out and sent to the on-line computer system. The trigger decision is based on 
the complete set of digitisations from events passed by levels 1 and 2. R ather 
than achieve high reconstruction precision over the whole detector, the trigger
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concentrates on pattern recognition in those parts of the detector fired by the 
level 1 and 2 triggers.
3.7 Electron identification.
Electrons are identified using ^  measurements from the TPC and from the 
shape of showers in the ECAL. These are quantified using normally-distributed 
estimators, whose mean value and resolution are measured in events with a clean 
electron signal. A cut is applied on each estimator to select electron candidates.
3.7.1 ^  estimator.
The expected ionisation ( ^ )  for an electron is given by the parameterised form 
described in Section 3.3.2. For each track, the measured ^  is compared to the 
expected ^  for an electron using the following estimator:
Ri _  d E /d x  -  ( f )
& dE/dx
where a  dE/dx is the parameterised ^  resolution for the track, given by the num ber 
of ^  wire measurements for the track. This estim ator is nearly gaussian for a 
pure sample of electrons, such as gamma conversions in the detector. A cut is 
applied to electron candidates such th a t R j  > —2.5
3.7.2 Estim ators for electrom agnetic shower profiles.
Electrons are identified in E c a l  from the transverse size and longitudinal profile 
of clusters. TPC tracks w ith associated ECAL clusters are projected into the 
ECAL. To define the transverse size the energy, E4, in the four central calorimeter 
towers surrounding the track projection is summed. This is measured for pure 
samples of electrons to determ ine an expected value (E^/p) for the electron, where 
p is the m om entum  of the track measured in the TPC. This is compared to  the 
measured E^/p using the estim ator
E4/ p  -  (E i / p )
JriT =  --------------------
a E4/p
where cte4/p is the param eterised resolution of the E4 measurement.
At a depth t in radiation lengths, the longitudinal energy distribution for an 
electromagnetic shower can be described by the following function f ( t ):
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^ = i f = O i C r le" ‘+te" ‘
where E q is the incident energy of the electron, T(a) is a function which normalizes 
f(t), a  and (3 are free param eters and b describes the ionisation component of the 
shower, which is negligible for incident electrons with energy Eq greater than  0.5 
GeV. The param eters a  and (3 can be obtained from pure samples of electrons to 
determine the mean ratio ((3/a )  and o-((3/a). A normally distributed estim ator, 
R l , was defined using the ratio (3/ a  as:
_  P ! a  -  (P /a )
L *(/?/<*)
The following cuts were made on R t and R l to optimize rejection of hadrons 
whilst minimising loss in efficiency for electron identification:
• —1.8 <  R l <  3.0
•  R t  >  —1.6
3.8 M uon identification.
Muons are identified using the muon chambers and the pattern  of digital hits from 
the digital readout pads in the H c a l. TPC tracks with momentum greater than  
1.5 GeV/c are extrapolated through the H c a l. If an extrapolated track intersects 
an HCAL plane within an active region then the plane would be expected to  fire. 
Allowance is made for m ultiple scattering of muons by up to 3 standard deviations 
in the extrapolation uncertainty. Hits are only included if there are no more than  
3 adjacent firing tubes. To ensure all muons exit the HCAL, only tracks with 
momentum greater than  3 GeV/ c are selected. Penetrating tracks are defined 
using the following cuts:
• N fir/N exp >  0.4
•  Nexp >  10
• Nio >  4
where iV/t> and N exp are the num ber of HCAL planes th a t fired and the num ber 
expected to fire within the region of the extrapolated track. Afio is the num ber 
of planes firing out of the last 10 planes of HCAL. To give further discrim ination
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of muons from hadrons which have “punched” through the HCAL, the number of 
hits per plane within 30cm of the extrapolated track are determined. A cut is 
then applied using X muit} the mean hit multiplicity per fired plane such that:
* X mun ^  1.5
Finally, each muon candidate is required to have fired at least one of the two 
planes of the muon chambers within four standard deviations of the estim ated 
multiple scattering from the extrapolated TPC track.
3.9 Photon identification.
Photons are identified in the ECAL from the shape of neutral electromagnetic 
clusters, with additional rejection using photon and 7r° estimators. Cluster shapes 
are measured for photons and n° in clean events. Neutral clusters are those ECAL 
clusters with no associated TPC track. To differentiate between electromagnetic 
and hadronic clusters, the photon conversion depth is estim ated and the deviation 
from the parameterized mean electromagnetic shower shape is determined. The 
decay of neutral pions to two gammas can mimic single photons. These 7r° are 
identified from the transverse shape of clusters. In addition the compactness of 
clusters from single photons can be characterised by the fraction F4 of the to tal 
cluster energy contained in the leading 2 x 2  adjacent towers. A cut is made on 
single photon candidates such tha t F4 > 0.75.
3.10 Summary.
The ALEPH detector provides excellent measurement of the momentum and 
energy of particles originating from Z° decays over nearly 47r solid angle. In 
addition the detector has the capability to identify electrons, muons and single 
photons from a background of hadrons. The overall detector design, and the 
construction of those subdetectors relevant to the analysis in Chapters 4 and 5, 
has been discussed. Further details of the design of individual components of the 
detector can be found in [45, 46],
Electrons can be identified in hadronic events from measurements inax
the TPC and from the shape of the ECAL energy deposits. Muons can be 
identified from the digital patterns in the H c a l and the position of hits in 
the muon chambers. These lepton identification procedures are fully discussed 
in [45, 46, 47]. The identification of hadronic jets emanating from heavy quarks 
using electrons and muons is described in the following chapter. Single photons 
in hadronic events are identified from the shape of neutral clusters in the ECAL.
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The selection of events with two hadronic jets and an isolated photon is also 
discussed in Chapter 4.
Chapter 4 
Selection of q q g  and q q ' y  events.
4.1 Introduction.
The decay of the Z° to form qqg and qq-y events, and the fragmentation of the 
partons into three jets was discussed in Chapter 2 . The experimental definition 
of three-jet events used in this analysis and the characteristics of these events 
are now outlined. The three “tagging” methods that have been used to identify 
quark and gluon jets are discussed and the estimation of the purity of the quark 
and gluon je t samples from Monte Carlo events is explained.
4.2 Selection of three-jet hadronic events.
The data  used in this study come from a sample of ~1.2 million Z° decays 
recorded in the ALEPH detector in 1990, 1991 and 1992, originating from e+ e~ 
collisions at a centre of mass energy of 91.2 GeV. Hadronic events were selected 
by requiring at least 5 good charged tracks, where a good charged track has the 
following attributes:
• minimum distance in the x — y  plane from track projection to beam spot, 
d0 <  2 .0 cm;
• minimum distance in z from track projection to beam spot, z0 < 1 0 .0 cm;
• number of TPC hits >  4;
• polar angle of track such th a t | cos 6\ < 0.95;
• transverse m om entum  of track with respect to
A to tal of 932,336 events passed these cuts. The 
objects in each event were clustered into jets using
beam axis > 0.2 GeV/c.
charged tracks and neutral 
the DURHAM je t clustering
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algorithm, with the E0 reconstruction scheme (Section 2.2). Here the energy of 
the event was taken to be the to tal visible energy. Three-jet events were selected 
at Ycut =  0.01. A sufficiently high three-jet rate of ~31% was obtained using this 
value of Ycut, whilst selecting well-defined three-jet events with high sphericity 
and a good separation between the jets. In Section 4.7.3 it is shown th a t there is 
an acceptable m atch between jets at parton and hadron level above Ycut ~  0.008. 
Theoretical calculations of the je t rates diverge from the measured rates [11] below 
Ycut =  0.01. The tagged je t samples were then taken from the remaining sample 
of 3-jet events. This is outlined in the following section. Further event cuts used 
to produce an improved three-jet event selection are described in Section 4.6.
4.3 Identification of quark and gluon jets.
4.3.1 Energy-ordering.
The exact 0 ( a s) three-jet cross-section [48] is given by:
1 da 2as x 2q +  x%
a dxqdXq 37T ( 1  — £q)(l — Xg)
where x is the fraction of the beam energy carried by the partons. From this 
cross-section it can be seen tha t the quark and anti-quark are more likely to 
carry off high x, and thus the gluon is more likely to carry lower x than  the  two 
other partons. Thus energy-ordering can be used to separate samples of quark 
and gluon jets.
In this analysis, the jets were ranked using the energy calculated from the 
je t directions (Section 4.5). The highest energy jets formed a high-purity (mean 
Pq ~95%) sample of quark jets, whilst the second-highest energy jets in each event 
formed a sample of quark jets with mean purity of ~70%. The lowest energy jets 
formed a sample of gluon jets with mean purity ~65%. For ease of description the 
three je t samples are labelled here J E T q^ g, J E T q^ g and J E T q?g respectively. To 
avoid confusion, the energy-ordered events from the normal m ixture of hadronic 
events are labelled Sample A.
4.3.2 Energy-ordering with lepton-tagging.
Heavy-flavour quark states can decay semileptonically, giving rise to electrons or 
muons with high m omentum. Due to the hard fragmentation of the 6 -quark, the 
leptons can have high transverse momentum with respect to the direction of the
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parent 6 -hadron. The presence of these leptons can thus identify jets originating 
from 6- or c-quarks. This has been used in a number of A L E PH  electroweak and 
heavy flavour studies [49].
The identification of electrons was described in Section 3.7. Electrons were 
selected from electromagnetic energy clusters with an associated charged track, 
which satisfied the following cuts:
• ^  estim ator, R j  > —2.5;
• For the longitudinal shower profile estimator R l , —1.8 <  R l <  3.0;
• Transverse shower profile estim ator R j  > —1.6.
Muon identification was outlined in Section 3.8. The following cuts were made 
on T P C  tracks with associated muon chamber hits:
•  N f ir/ N exp >  0.4;
• Nexp > 10;
• Aho ^  4;
• Xmult — 1.5.
For each hadronic event containing leptons, the tracks were clustered into jets 
using the JADE algorithm at a Ycut of 0.0044. The transverse momentum of each 
lepton was determ ined with respect to its associated jet. This was defined for the 
m omentum of the je t with the  lepton momentum subtracted as follows:
„ _  \Pl * (Pjet ~  Pl)\
Pt -   p  ------
IPjet ~  Pi |
From Monte Carlo studies, these JADE clustered jets were found to represent best 
the direction of the parent 6 -hadron. The leptons were assumed to have originated 
from the semileptonic decay of a heavy quark if it satisfied the following cuts:
• p >  3.0 GeV/c;
• pt >  1.0 GeV/c.
Identification of both quark jets in a three-jet event using high p, high pt 
leptons results in an extrem ely low efficiency for quark je t identification. Instead 
the lepton-tagging m ethod was combined with energy-ordering of jets. For each 
event containing one or more high p, high pt leptons, the jets clustered using the
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DURHAM algorithm at Y c u t =  0.01 were ranked by the calculated energy of the je t 
in the same manner as Sample A. The highest energy je t was again assumed to be 
a quark jet. Events were selected where one of the two lower energy jets contained 
a lepton which passed the p and pt cuts. For these events, the highest energy jets 
formed a sample of predominantly heavy quark jets, with a mean quark je t purity 
of ~96%. The lepton-tagged jets formed a sample of jets with ~85% mean quark 
je t purity. The remaining lower-energy je t in each event formed a sample of gluon 
jets with ~81% mean gluon je t purity. These three jet samples are labelled here 
J E T ^ ,  jgrp{iepton) J E T ^ lu . Events with a high-p* lepton in one of the
lower energy jets are labelled Sample B.
4.3.3 Isolated photons in hadronic events.
A sample of qq'y events were identified as those events where one of the jets 
contained a photon whose energy made up a high proportion of the visible energy 
of one jet. The two remaining jets in each event, ranked by energy, formed two 
highly pure quark je t samples. Photon identification was discussed in Section 3.9. 
Photons were selected from neutral electromagnetic energy clusters using photon 
and 7r° estimators. Events were chosen from the three-jet sample where one of 
the two lower energy jets contained a photon that carried a fraction of the je t 
energy > 0.9. For clarity this je t is labelled J E T The remaining two jets 
in each event were ranked by energy to form a higher-energy quark je t sample 
and a lower energy quark je t sample. These are labelled J E T ^  and J E T ^ ark  ^
respectively. Events with a photon comprising one of the lower energy jets are 
labelled here Sample C. A study was made of the photon purity and origin using 
JETSET Monte Carlo events. These purity values are given in Table 4.1 for each 
quark je t sub-sample in the event. W ith the event cuts used, the background 
from initial-state radiation is minimal. However, in the Monte Carlo events there 
is ~2%  background from 7r° mis-identification, which rises to ~15% in the quark 
je t samples below 20 GeV. A Monte Carlo study [50] has indicated th a t these high 
energy isolated 7r° originate from high energy quarks tha t have not lost energy 
by gluon radiation and have merely converted into a 7r°. This would suggest tha t 
the quark je t sample (J  E T ^ ark )^ may contain up to 15% background from gluon 
jets below 20 GeV energy.
4.4 Definition of the plane of three-jet events.
At parton level in qqg and q q j  events the particles all lie in the same plane, 
because of m omentum conservation. Assuming local parton-hadron duality [22], 
the same should be true of the three jets at hadron level. A plane was defined









J E T ^
30-35 1 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0
35-40 97.9 ±  1.4 2.1 ±  1.4 0 . 0
40-45 95.9 ±  1.1 0 . 0 4.2 ±  1.1
t jprp^ Quar k)
J & 1qq'y
10-15 85.0 ±  8.0 0 . 0 15.0 ±  8.0
15-20 85.3 ±  6.1 0 . 0 14.7 ±  6.1
20-25 96.3 ±  2.6 1.9 ±  1.8 1.9 ±  1.8
25-30 98.2 ±  1.8 0 . 0 1.9 ±  1.8
30-35 98.2 ±  1.7 0.9 ±  0.9 0.9 ±  0.9
35-40 1 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0
40-45 1 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0
Table 4.1: Photon purity in qqj events for different quark je t  ener­
gies. The proportions of final-state radiation (  F.S.R. ), initial-state 
radiation (  I.S.R. ) and hadronic background come from JETSET  
Monte Carlo events.
for each event using the sphericity tensors [51]. The first tensor defines the axis 
of greatest activity in the event, and will generally lie close to the direction of 
the most energetic je t. The second tensor defines an axis of greatest activity in 
the plane perpendicular to  the first tensor. The angle of each je t to this event 
plane is shown in Figure 4.1 for each of the jet samples described in Section 4.3. 
The je ts with higher energy tend to have more influence over the definition of 
the event plane. Thus the highest energy jet in each tagged sample generally lies 
closest to the event plane. The lower energy jets tend to lie within 10 — 15° of 
the plane. For the qq7  events, the jet containing the photon ( J E T ^ )  has a well 
defined direction, and lies closer to the event plane. The projections of each je t 
onto the event plane were determined, and the angles between these projections 
(Figure 4.2) were used to calculate the energy of the jets. The je t projections were 
also used to define further event selection criteria described in Section 4.6. For the 
analysis of the string effect, the projections in the event plane were determ ined
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Figure 4.1: Angle between each je t  sub-sample and the event plane. 
for the charged tracks and neutral objects.
4.5 D eterm ination of the energy of jets.
The visible energies of the je ts in each tagged sample are shown in Figure 4.3. 
In each event sample the jets have a broad range of visible energies. For some 
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Figure 4.2: Angle between the je t  projections in each three-jet event sample.
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Figure 4.3: Visible energy of the je t  sub-samples.
a significant amount of missing energy tha t has been carried away by neutrinos 
after semi-leptonic decays of heavy hadrons. To avoid this problem and define the 
je t energies with greater precision, they were determined from the angles between 
the je t projections.
For a three body decay, the energy of each particle can be determ ined from 
the angles between the particles. Consider partons i, j and k, with inter-jet angles 
i/jjj, Tpik and ipjk. For massless partons, the energy of parton i is approxim ately
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given by:
g{i) _  E Cm ________sin ijijk________
CALC 2  sin + sin +  sin J>jk
W ith the assumption of local parton-hadron duality, the energies of the jets were 
calculated from the angles between the jet projections using this formula. These 
calculated energies are shown in Figure 4.4 for each tagged sample.
To dem onstrate th a t the calculated energy represents the jet energy well, the 
quantity E r e s  w&s determined, defined by:
(t,  E Ca l c ( J E T M ) - E v i s ( J E T M )  
E r ES( J E T '  ) =  ---------------E~c a l c [ J E T M ) ---------------
This is shown plotted in Figure 4.5 for each jet sample. E r e s  has a symmetric 
distribution around zero for Sample A, Sample C and for J E T ^  in Sample B. The
missing energy is clearly evident in the lepton-tagged jets (JETf^pton^ ), but also
noticeable in the highest energy jets in Sample B (J E T ^ ) .  The jets containing
the photon in Sample C ( J E T ^ )  have a very good match between E v i s  and 
E c a l c •
4.6 Additional cuts to refine the event samples.
The event samples were further refined with the following criteria:
•  ujij + a )ik +Wjk >  358.5°, where the u  are the angles between jets i, j and k; 
(This removes events where the jet axes are not coplanar.)
• for each pair of je t projections, tpij <  180°; (This removes a small number 
of events with poor je t clustering.)
•  tpij >  45°; (This improves the separation between the two lower energy jets 
in each sample.)
• for polar angle 6 between each jet and the beam line, 6( J E T 1) >  30°; (This 
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of the calculated and visible energies of the je t  sub­
samples.
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Event cut Energy ordered Lepton-tagged q q i
Events % Events % Events %
Sum of je t  angles > 358.5° 6961 2.4 347 3.8 1 1 0.9OO
 
00 
T—1V 258 0 . 1 2 1 0 . 2 0 -
il>ij > 45° 68081 23.0 1942 21.5 182 15.5
30° <  6jet  < 150° 75357 25.5 1991 2 2 . 0 330 28.1
Minimum je t energy > 5 GeV 2517 0.9 152 1.7 2 0 . 2
Jet multiplicity >  3 1301 0.4 35 0.4 4 0.3
Events passing cuts 140907 47.7 4561 50.4 645 54.9
Table 4.2: The number and proportion of events failing each suc­
cessive cut in each sample of three-jet events.
• for each jet, E c a l c  >  5 GeV; (This removes jets with poorly defined, or 
badly clustered jets.)
• for je t multiplicity n of each je t, except the photon je t ( J E T ^ )  in Sample 
C, n ( J E T )  >  3.
The number of events rejected by each successive cut is given in Table 4.2 for 
samples A, B and C. The cuts remove a similar proportion of events in Sample A 
and Sample B, compared to the initial number of tagged events in each sample. 
Proportionally fewer events are removed by the cuts for the qq'y events (Sample 
C), since these events have more well-defined jets. For the Monte Carlo events 
studied, the above cuts were seen to remove a significant proportion of events 
where the number of partons or the direction of the parton jets did not match 
the jets at hadron level.
For the quark and gluon je t comparison, the jets in samples A, B and C were 
split into sub-samples according to E c a l c  in 5 GeV intervals. This enabled a 
comparison to be made of jets with similar energy. To analyse the string effect, 
a further event cut was made using the polar angle of the normal to  the event 
plane with respect to the beam line, such that:
• 1 2 0 ° < 6L < 60°
This removes events where part of the event plane is close to the beam  line.
W ithin each energy range, the mean calculated energies of the je ts  from each 
je t sub-sample (Table 4.3) lie approximately in the centre of the range. Some jet 
properties, such as multiplicity, are heavily dependent on the energy of the  jet. To 
allow for any mis-match in the energies of the quark and gluon je t samples, each 
je t in the samples was assigned a weight, such tha t the weighted m ean energy
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J E T W
30-35 4381 33.5 32.9 169 33.5 32.2 22 33.7 35.7
35-40 27289 38.1 37.1 914 38.1 35.9 169 38.2 38.1
40-45 109235 42.5 41.0 3478 42.5 39.8 454 42.4 41.8
Quark
5-10 68 8.4 9.4 14 8.9 10.5
10-15 165 12.7 12.6 27 12.5 13.1
15-20 314 17.6 15.9 50 17.6 17.5
20-25 397 22.6 20.0 66 22.8 23.7
25-30 27813 27.8 27.6 641 27.7 23.5 101 27.8 28.5
30-35 42873 32.6 32.0 1053 32.7 27.8 163 32.5 32.8
35-40 49973 37.5 36.2 1363 37.6 31.6 177 37.5 37.5
40-45 17846 41.2 38.9 561 41.2 33.5 47 41.0 38.7
Gluon
5-10 28150 8.0 9.6 889 7.9 9.4
10-15 41802 12.5 13.1 1098 12.4 12.8
15-20 35047 17.4 17.7 862 17.4 17.7
20-25 29177 22.3 22.4 586 22.5 22.3
25-30 488 27.5 27.1
30-35 390 32.2 31.4
35-40 209 37.1 35.8
40-45 40 41.1 38.1
Table 4.3: The number of je ts  and the mean calculated and visible 
je t  energies are shown for  each je t sub-sample divided by 5 G eV  
energy intervals.
of the sub-sample lay in the middle of each energy range. The same weight was 
then applied for each je t distribution used in the quark/gluon comparison. This 
did not change the final je t distributions significantly.
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4.7 Study of the purity of the jet sub-samples.
The quark or gluon je t purities of the tagged sub-samples described in the previous 
section were estim ated using Monte Carlo simulated events. It was necessary first 
of all to give a definition of quark and gluon jets in Monte Carlo events. For 
convenience in this analysis, jets formed by anti-quarks are labelled also as quark 
jets. The various stages in the modelling of a Monte Carlo event were described 
in Section 2.3.1. Jets were defined at three levels of the events as follows:
• at parton level, after the development of the perturbative parton shower 
from the prim ary q and q;
•  at hadron level, following the non-perturbative hadronisation of the partons 
into hadrons, and the decay of unstable hadrons;
• at detector level, with the particles from the hadron level passed through 
a simulation of the ALEPH detector. The jets here have been defined by 
the event selection cuts, and the DURHAM clustering algorithm, with Eo 
reconstruction scheme at a Ycut of 0.01, as described in Sections 4.2 and 4.6.
4.7.1 The definition of quark and gluon jets at parton  
level.
The concept of jets at hadron level is in a sense artificial, although it is necessary 
to categorize hadronic events using some scheme in order to analyse processes 
occurring at parton level. It was explained in Section 2.6.1 th a t at parton level, 
the processes giving rise to particle flow can be calculated by considering the 
hard partons as antennae for the radiation of soft gluons. Since the hard partons 
contribute to  the radiation of soft gluons over the whole event, the concept of jets 
at parton level is rather meaningless. Nevertheless, for the purpose of this study 
it was necessary to define the source of each je t at hadron level. At parton level 
there may be one or more partons responsible for each je t at hadron level, and 
gluons may split into q and q pairs. Some gluons may also be em itted  between the 
jets, giving rise to inter-jet particle flow. To cope with this situation the partons 
were clustered into jets using the same jet clustering algorithm th a t was used 
at detector level. However, of the JETSET or HERWIG Monte Carlo events that 
clustered to three je ts at detector level, ~20% of these events did not cluster to 
three parton jets at Ycut =  0.01 [52]. Instead the Ycut was left free, and the events 
were clustered until three parton-level jets were obtained. In ~1%  of three-jet 
events, no gluon radiation occurred during the parton shower, so only the prim ary 
q and q were present after the parton shower. These events could not be clustered 
into three jets at parton level and were termed “ambiguous” . Of the remaining
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events which had three parton jets, the two jets containing the prim ary quark and 
anti-quark were labelled as quark jets, and the third jet was labelled the gluon 
jet. The prim ary q and q were clustered into the same jet in a tiny fraction of 
events, so these also were labelled “ambiguous” .
4.7.2 The definition of quark and gluon jets at hadron and 
detector levels.
W ith the two quark jets and the gluon jet defined at parton level, it was then 
necessary to m atch the parton jets with jets at hadron level and detector level, 
in order also to define quark and gluon jets at those levels. The events all had 
been selected with three jets at detector level. The particles at hadron level were 
clustered into jets using the same DURHAM algorithm, but Ycut was again left 
free, since a significant number of events did not have three jets at Ycut =  0.01.
To m atch jets between parton level and hadron level, and then between hadron 
level and detector level, a number of schemes were tried [52], involving m atching 
of the je t energies, angles or a combination of the two. The closest angle between 
the jets at each level was found to give the best results. Each je t at hadron 
level was matched to the parton je t closest in angle. These matching angles are 
shown in Figure 4.6 for the jets at parton level compared to hadron level ranked 
by energy, in HERWIG Monte Carlo events clustered to ycut =  0.01. The lowest- 
energy je t has the worst angular matching between parton and hadron level, but 
in most events the worst matching is less than 40°. In some events, two of the 
hadron level jets were closest to the same parton level jet. These events were 
term ed “ambiguous” . O ther events were labelled “ambiguous” where the closest 
matching angle of one of the hadron jets was greater than 40°. The successfully 
m atched hadron je ts were labelled as quark or gluon jets from the corresponding 
parton jets. The angular matching process was then repeated between hadron 
level and detector level. Here there also were a few events labelled as “ambiguous” 
where the jets could not be matched. The detector level jets were identified as 
quark or gluon jets from the corresponding hadron level jets.
4.7.3 A study o f the “ambiguous” events.
In order to define quark and gluon jets at detector level, a number of events were 
labelled “ambiguous” for the following reasons:
•  no gluon radiation occurred during the parton shower, so only the prim ary 
quark and anti-quark were present at parton level and these could not be 
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Figure 4.6: Matching angle between je ts  at parton level and hadron level in 
HERWIG Monte Carlo events with the je ts  energy-ordered.
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• an insignificant fraction of events where both primary q and q were clustered 
into the same parton-level jet;
• two jets at one level were closest in angle to the same jet at a different 
level in the Monte Carlo. This did not allow reliable matching between the 
levels. A large number of these ambiguous events appeared to be almost 
two-jet-like in topology, with one jet clustered into two jets at one level in 
the Monte Carlo, and at the next level the jet from the opposite hemisphere 
clustered into two jets;
• when matching between levels, the matching angle of the jets was greater 
than a specified 40°. The exact magnitude of this angle was arbitrary. 
However the uncertainty in the definition of the quark and gluon jets 
becomes greater as this matching angle increases, so a cut-off point was 
desirable.
Many of these ambiguities came from Monte Carlo events where the topology at 
parton level was “four-jet-like” , or from “two-jet-like” events where the angular 
spacing of the jets was not significant. Particularly in the latter cases, two of 
the jets in the event are not really initiated by a quark and gluon separately, 
but merely appear to arise from a quark jet that is split into two jets. Events of 
this type cannot really be corrected for in the data, and complicate the study of 
particle flow and the nature of jets in three-jet events. Some of the experimental 
cuts outlined in Section 4.6 were made in an effort to remove these events as far 
as possible. The proportion of ambiguous events are shown in Figure 4.7 as a 
function of Ycut for JETSET and H e r w ig  events. The percentage of ambiguous 
events increased rapidly below Ycut =  0.01, but decreased only marginally above 
this value. The proportion of ambiguous events could be reduced by a factor of 
~2, for three-jet events clustered at Ycut =  0.01, by specifying a minimum angle 
of 45° between the lowest energy jets. Using all the cuts specified in Section 4.6, 
the level of these “ambiguous” events was reduced to ~4.5% of the to tal tagged- 
events. In symmetric “Y” events, where the jets were well spaced apart, this 
number dropped to 1-2%.
4.7.4 Estim ation of the purity of jet samples.
Using the je t identification m ethod outlined in the previous section, the je ts  in 
each sample of tagged Monte Carlo detector-simulated events were identified as 
correctly tagged, wrongly tagged or from events defined as “ambiguous” . The 
wrongly tagged jets can be corrected for in the data using two je t samples with 
different quark and gluon je t purities. The “ambiguous” jets cannot be corrected
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Figure 4.7: Percentage of ambiguous events at parton and hadron level in JE T SE T  
and HERWIG three-jet events at various Ycut. All event cuts from Section 6 have 
been applied at detector level, apart from the minimum je t angle cut >  45°).
for in the data  w ithout using Monte Carlo events, so the purity was determ ined 
ignoring the ambiguous events,
C A W
The “ambiguities” were considered as an uncertainty in the purity value. Assum­
ing tha t a m inim um  of A /2, and a maximum of A events were correctly tagged, a 
systematic error in P  was determ ined from the maximum and minimum possible 
values of P  from
min
Rmax —
C A A /2  
C A W  A A
C A A 
C A W  A A
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The minimum possible fraction of events correctly tagged is strictly given by 
c + w + a  ' However many of the ambiguous events seem to be two-jet event 
background, rather than wrongly tagged. For C > W ,  a minimum of half the 
“ambiguous” events were assumed to be correctly tagged. The purities were 
determined in JETSET events for each sub-sample of jets used, and are given in 
Table 4.4. The purities of the quark je t samples improve as the energy of the jets 
increases. The reverse is true for the gluon jet samples. This is to be expected, 
since the mean energy of quark jets in three-jet events is higher than the mean 
energy of gluon jets.
4.8 Summary of three-jet event samples.
Three samples of three-jet events were obtained containing qqg, bbg and qq'y 
events, with the jets in each sample tagged using energy-ordering, energy-ordering 
with lepton-tagging and photon identification respectively. An event plane was 
defined for these events, and the je t energies determined from the angles between 
the jets. As far as possible the samples were selected using the same criteria 
and event cuts, so th a t the events had a similar range of topologies and je t 
configurations. Each sample of events was then split into jet sub-samples with 
5 GeV energy ranges. Using JE T SE T  Monte Carlo events, the quark and gluon 
je t purity of the sub-samples was estim ated with a few percent error.
A comparison of quark and gluon jets is made in Chapter 5 using the je t sub­
samples. In Chapter 6 an analysis is made of the string effect using the complete 
event samples.















68.1 ±  3.6
88.5 ±  1.2
96.6 ±  2.7
77.7 ±  0.8
90.7 ±  0.8 
97.3 ±  3.0











45.7  ±  8.3 
68.3 ±  4.3
77.1 ±  2.6
85.5 ±  1.8
92.2 ±  1.3 
94.9 ±  1.7 
98.0 ±  3.5
98.6 ±  5.9
60.8 ±  1.1 
75.9 ±  0.9 
88.0 ±  2.3 
94.6  ±  5.5










97.2  ±  4.8
94.4  ±  2.0
91.0 ±  1.9 
84.9 ±  1.6 
75.7 ±  2.0
63.4  ±  2.7
54.3 ±  5.0
24.0  ±  6.8
90.6 ±  4.9
83.1 ±  1.8
71.6 ±  0.9
57.2 ±  1.1
Table 4.4: Estimated quark and gluon je t  purities for  each je t  sub­
sample in the lepton-tagged and energy-ordered three-jet samples.
Chapter 5 
Quark and gluon jet comparison
5.1 Introduction.
The selection of three samples of three-jet events was described in the previous 
chapter. The jets in each sample were tagged as originating from a quark, 6-quark, 
gluon or photon. These je ts were then split into sub-samples according to je t 
energy in 5 GeV intervals. The different sub-samples are summarised in the next 
section. The particle flow, energy flow and other jet characteristics were measured 
in each sub-sample. A comparison of the properties of these je t sub-samples is 
given in Section 5.3. The variation in the je t properties with energy is difficult to 
observe in these uncorrected measurements, since the quark and gluon purities of 
the sub-samples vary with their energy. Each jet distribution was corrected for 
the quark and gluon purities. This procedure is described in Section 5.4, followed 
by a comparison of the corrected quark and gluon je t properties with energy 
(Section 5.5). Finally, system atic effects in the quark/gluon je t comparison are 
discussed in Section 5.6.
5.2 Summary of the jet sub-samples.
Four categories of jets were obtained from the samples of three-jet events: a 
highest energy quark je t sub-sample, a quark jet sub-sample with lower energy, 
a gluon je t sub-sample and finally some other jets not used in the comparison. 
Each category of je t sub-sample is summarised below.
5.2.1 Highest-energy quark jets.
The highest-energy jets in the events can be categorised into three sub-samples 
of quark jets with very high purity and energies in the range 30-45 GeV. These
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were as follows:
•  J E T ^ g from  th e  energy-ord ered  th ree-jet sam ple (S am ple A)
The quark purity in this sub-sample was estim ated to be ~97% in the 40- 
45 GeV energy range and ~78% in the 30-35 GeV energy range. Its quark 
flavour composition was the “normal m ixture” of quark flavours.
• J E T ^  from  th e  energy-ordered  sam ple w ith  lep ton -tagg in g  of one 
o f th e  two lower energy je ts  (Sam ple B )
This sub-sample was estim ated ~97% quark purity in the 40-45 GeV energy 
range, but only ~68% in the 30-35 GeV energy range. Monte Carlo studies 
showed the flavour composition to be ~80% 6-quarks, ~10% c-quarks and 
10% uds-quarks.
• J E T ^  from  th e  even ts w ith  tw o je ts  and an iso la ted  ph oton  je t  
(S am ple C)
The ~4%  7T° background in the photon jets is unlikely to affect the highest 
energy je t, so this je t should be virtually free of gluon je t background. The 
photon coupling to the quarks results in this sub-sample being composed 
mainly of u and c quarks, with few 6-quarks (~11%).
These highest-energy quark jets could not be used in quark and gluon je t 
comparisons, because their mean energy was higher than the gluon je t sub­
samples. However J E T ^ g, J E T ^  and J E T ^  were compared to see differences 
arising from the flavour composition of each three-jet sample.
5.2.2 Lower-energy quark jets.
Quark je t sub-samples were obtained from one of the two lower-energy jets in 
Sample A, and from the lower-energy hadronic je t in Sample C, as follows:
• JETg^g from  th e  energy-ord ered  th ree-jet sam ple (S am ple A )
The second-highest energy je t in each three-jet event contributed to quark 
je t sub-samples with energy between 25 and 45 GeV. The estim ated purity 
varied between ~61% and 95% in this energy range. In a study of Monte 
Carlo events the flavour composition was seen to remain close to the “normal 
m ixture” over the whole energy range.
• J E T ^ ark  ^ from  th e  even ts w ith  two je ts  and an iso la ted  photon  
je t
(Sam ple C)
The lower-energy hadronic je t contributed to quark je t sub-samples with
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energy in the range 10-45 GeV. Above 20 GeV quark jet energy, the 7r° back­
ground in the photon je t was estimated to be less than 2% (Section 4.3.3). 
The quark je t sub-samples can be assumed to be highly pure above this 
energy. However, where the quark jets have energy below 20 GeV, the 
background in the photon jet rises to ~15%. This suggests that there may 
be up to 15% gluon je t background in the quark jet sample below 20 GeV. 
Even at these lower energies this quark jet sub-sample was assumed to 
have high purity. The effect of a possible 15% gluon jet background on the 
corrected quark and gluon jet distributions is discussed in Section 5.6. The 
flavour composition of these quark je t sub-samples can be assumed to be 
dom inated by u and c quarks, with a small proportion of 5-quarks (11%).
5.2.3 Gluon jets.
The lowest-energy je t in Sample A, and one of the two lower-energy jets in Sample
B, were used to form gluon je t sub-samples as follows:
• J E T ^  from  th e  energy-ordered three-jet sam ple (Sam ple A )
The lowest-energy jets formed gluon jet sub-samples with energy between 5 
and 25 GeV. The estimated gluon je t purity varied between ~91% and 57% 
over this energy range. The flavour composition of the quark jet background 
in Monte Carlo events is approximately the same “normal mixture” in each 
sub-sample.
• J E T ^ uon  ^ from  th e energy-ordered sam ple w ith lepton-tagging o f  
one o f th e  tw o low er-energy je ts  (Sam ple B)
The jets remaining untagged in Sample B formed gluon jet sub-samples with 
5-40 GeV energy. Over this range the gluon purity varied between ~97% 
and ~54%. The flavour composition of the quark jet background in Monte 
Carlo events appears to be very different to that in the previous gluon je t 
sub-samples, with ~50% 5-quark jets. The effects of 5-quark jets on the je t 
properties were ignored in the quark and gluon jet comparison. This bias, 
which is present in all the je t sub-samples, is discussed in Section 5.6.
5.2.4 Other jets.
The lepton-tagged je t in Sample B, and the photon jet in Sample C were not
analysed in great detail. For completeness these jets are described below:
• jEJ'V??*0*1) from the energy-ordered sample with lepton-tagging of one of 
the two lower energy jets (Sample B). The lepton-tagged jets formed sub­
samples of 5-jets with a semi-leptonic decays, with energies between 10 and
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45 GeV. The quark purity of these jets is between ~68% and 99%. The 
flavour composition was estim ated to be ~84% 6-quarks, ~10%  c-quarks 
and ~16% u-, d- and 5-quarks. The properties of the lepton-tagged je ts 
were seen to be significantly altered by the presence of a high p, high pt 
lepton (see Section 5.3).
• JETq^  from the events with two jets and an isolated photon je t (Sample 
C). Since the photon was required to carry at least 90% of the je t energy, 
there was little  else associated with the photon jets, apart from a few soft 
particles in some events.
The je t properties of the sub-samples are compared in the next section.
5.3 Particle and energy flow in the jet sam ples.
The particle and energy flow properties of each quark and gluon je t sub-sample 
were analysed. A description of each distribution is outlined below. The m ean 
value of the distributions is plotted against the weighted mean energy of each 
sub-sample (Section 4.6). Examples of each distribution are given in A ppendix A 
for some of the je t sub-samples.
5.3.1 Overall mean jet multiplicity.
The particles in each event were associated with the three jets by the  DURHAM  
Eq clustering algorithm. The multiplicity of charged tracks and neutral energy 
flow objects was measured in each sub-sample (Figures A .l - A.3). The m ean 
multiplicities are shown in Figure 5.1. The highest-energy jets (J E T M) in each 
event sample are compared in Figure 5.1a. J E T g^ g and J E T ^  have similar 
multiplicity in the 40-45 GeV energy range, where both have high quark je t 
purity. At lower energy J E T g^ g has higher multiplicity than J E T ^ .  Here J E T g^ g
has a significant gluon contam ination, whilst J E T g^  remains highly pure, so 
differences between the samples may be expected. The 6-jet sub-sample, J E T  
has significantly higher multiplicity than the other two samples of ~1 .5  particles. 
This is no surprise, since similar differences have been seen in the past for 6-jets 
compared to light quark jets [53].
The effect of a semi-leptonic decay on the mean multiplicity of a 6-jet is 
dem onstrated in Figure 5.1b, where J E T ^ ton  ^ is compared to J E T g?g. The 
lepton-tagged je ts have a lower multiplicity than the “normal m ixture” sample 
of ~ 2  particles, even at 40-45 GeV where both sub-samples have high quark 
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significant fraction of the energy of the je t that would otherwise be available for
particle production.
A comparison of the quark and gluon je t sub-samples is shown in Figure 5.1c.
The mean multiplicity of the jets rises with energy, but the gluon je t sub-sample 
J E T W»°n) has 2 particles higher multiplicity than the quark je t sub-sample 
J E T ^ ark  ^ over the whole energy range. The gluon je t sub-sample, J E T ^ ,  
has similar multiplicity to the other gluon je t sub-sample ( J E T ^ 107^ ) between
5-15 GeV, but at higher energies the multiplicity drops towards the quark je t 
multiplicity (J  E T ^ ark )^ as the level of quark contam ination in the J E T ^ g
sub-sample increases. Likewise, the two quark je t sub-samples (J  E T ^ ark  ^ and 
JETl£g) have a reasonable m atch at 35-45 GeV, but the energy-ordered sample
/o\
(JETq-g) has higher mean multiplicity at lower energy, where it contains a high 
gluon je t contamination.
Similar trends in the je t multiplicities are seen for the separated charged and 
neutral multiplicities of the je t sub-samples (Figures 5.2 and 5.3). There does 
seem to be greater differences in the mean charged multiplicities of quark and 
gluon jets (Figure 5.2c) compared to the mean neutral multiplicities (Figure 5.3c). 
The ratio of charged multiplicity to neutral multiplicity in each je t sub-sample is 
plotted in Figure 5.4. The highest-energy je t sub-samples (J E T ^  in Figure 5.4a) 
all have similar ratios close to 1. The effect of the lepton on the m ultiplicity of 
the J j et s can clearly be seen in Figure 5.4b, where the charged to 
neutral ratio is high, particularly at low energies. For je t energies greater than  
25 GeV/c, the quark and gluon je t sub-samples (Figure 5.4c) also have similar 
ratios close to 1. At lower energies the charged to neutral ratio in the gluon sub­
samples increases to ~1.2, whilst the ratio drops to ~0.85 in the quark sub-sample 
( J E T ^ )  at low energy.
The ratio of the multiplicity in the gluon je t sub-samples ( J E T ^ uon  ^ and
J E T ^ )  to the multiplicity in the quark je t sub-samples ( J  E T ^ ark  ^ and J E T ^ g) 
is shown in Figure 5.5 for various combinations of gluon and quark je t sub-sample. 
The overall gluon/quark multiplicity ratio (Figure 5.5a) remains approxim ately 
constant with je t energy with a value around 1.2. At low je t energies the variation 
in the ratio is significantly different for charged particles only (Figure 5.5b) 
from th a t for neutral particles only (Figure 5.5c). The gluon/quark charged 
multiplicity ratio rises from 1.2 with decreasing je t energy. The ratio for neutral 
particles decreases as the energy of the jets decreases.
5.3.2 Mean transverse momentum of particles in je ts.
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Figure 5.6: Mean pt of all charged and neutral particles in the jet sub-samples.
determined in each jet sub-sample (Figures A.4 and A.5). The mean pt of the 
highest-energy quark jet sub-samples ( J £ T (1)) is shown in Figure 5.6a. There 
seems to be a difference between the sub-samples, particularly at 40-45 GeV jet 
energy, where the J E T ^  sub-sample has the highest mean pt , the J  E T g^ g has a
slightly lower mean pt and the J E T p t is significantly lower. This appears to 
correspond to the fraction of 6-jets in the sample. In Section 5.3.1, the 6-jets were 
shown to have higher multiplicity. This would result in a softer energy spectrum 
in 6-jets, leading to a lower mean pt.
The mean transverse momentum in the quark and gluon sub-samples is 
compared in Figure 5.6b. At low jet energy, the gluon sub-samples ( J E T ^ ° n^
/ o \
and J  E T g-g) have higher mean pt , but the pt increases faster in the quark sub­
samples ( J  E T gT a’ ^  and J E T g^ g) as the energy of the jets rises. In jets with 
at least 25 GeV energy, the quark and gluon jets have similar mean pt . Similar 
trends are seen for the mean charged p t in the jet sub-samples (Figure 5.7), but 
the differences between the quark and gluon sub-samples are less pronounced.
5.3.3 M ean  rapidity o f  particles and energy flow in je ts .
The rapidity of tracks in a je t was determined with respect to the axis of
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Figure 5.7: Mean pt of  charged particles in the jet  sub-samples.
the jet (Figures A.6 and A.7). The mean rapidity of tracks in the highest-energy 
quark je t sub-samples ( J  E T (l'> in Figure 5.8a) appears to be similar at 40-45 GeV 
energy. The differences in mean rapidity at 30-40 GeV could be explained by 
the different gluon im purity in these sub-samples. The quark jet sub-samples 
( J  E T gE ar ^  and J  E T ^ g in Figure 5.8b) have tracks with higher mean rapidity
than the gluon je t sub-samples ( J E T ^ Uun'1 and J E T gfg), this difference being 
more apparent at lower je t energy. This suggests that the tracks in quark jets 
lie closer on average to the je t axis. The mean rapidity of tracks in all the sub­
samples increases with je t energy, showing that the jets become more collimated 
at higher energy. A similar variation in mean rapidity is seen in Figure 5.9 for 
the charged tracks. However the mean rapidity of charged tracks appears shifted 
to lower values compared to the results for all tracks. This would indicate tha t 
neutral particles lie closer on average to the jet axis than charged particles in a 
jet.
The rapidity of the energy flow was determined for each je t sub-sample 
(Figures A.8 and A.9). In Figure 5.10a the mean rapidity of the energy flow seems 
to be lower for the 6-jet sub-sample ( J E T ^ )  than the sub-samples containing
more lighter quarks (J E T ^  and J E T ^ g). This would indicate th a t for lighter
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Figure 5.8: Mean rapidity of all charged and neutral particles in the jet  sub- 
samples.
quark jets, a larger fraction of the jet energy is carried by those particles closer 
to the jet axis. The mean rapidity of energy flow in the gluon jet sub-samples 
( J E T ^ uon  ^ and J E T ^ g in Figure 5.10b) also appears to be lower than tha t in the
quark jet sub-samples (J E T gE a' ^  and J E T g^ g), indicating that the particles close 
to the axis in a light quark je t also carry a greater fraction of the je t energy than 
those particles in a gluon jet. Using the charged energy flow alone (Figure 5.11) 
gives similar values to the charged and neutral energy flow combined.
5.3 .4  M ean  fragm entation  function of tracks.
The energy of each track was divided by the calculated energy of the je t, 
to give a measure of the fraction of the jet energy carried by the particles 
(Figures A. 10 and A .ll. The mean values of this “fragmentation function” 
are shown in Figure 5.12 for each jet sub-sample. The highest-energy 6-jet 
sub-sample ( J E T ^  in Figure 5.12a) has more soft particles than the two sub­
samples containing lighter quarks ( J  E T g^  and J E T ^ g). This is to be expected 
since this 6-jet sub-sample was shown to have higher multiplicity than the other 
sub-samples, so the 6-jet energy is shared over more particles.
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Figure 5.9: Mean rapidity of  charged particles in the jet sub-samples.
The gluon je t sub-samples ( J E T ^ uon'1 and J E T ^ g in Figure 5.12b) also 
appear to have a greater proportion of soft particles than the quark jet sub­
samples ( J E T g^ a' k'> and J E T g~g). A higher multiplicity was seen in the gluon 
jets compared to the quark je t sub-samples, so this result also is not unexpected. 
There seem to be larger differences in the fragmentation function between the je t 
sub-samples if charged particles are considered separately (Figure 5.13).
5.3 .5  Jet core w id ths.
Using the calculated energies of the jets, the je t cores were defined by a cone 
containing 90%, 75%, 50% and 25% of the jet energy. The width of these cores 
was defined by the half angle of the cones. The energy flow normalised by the 
calculated energy was plotted against the angle to the jet axis in each sub-sample 
(Figure A .12). A fit was made to these distributions to obtain the half-angles of 
the je t cores defined above. These angles are shown in Figure 5.14, for the four 
different core definitions. The cores are seen to narrow with increasing jet energy. 
The gluon je t sub-samples have wider cores than the quark je t sub-samples.
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Figure 5.10: Mean rapidity of charged arid neutral energy flow in the jet sub- 
samples.
5.3 .6  M ultip lic ity  ratio in je t  cores.
The multiplicity in each jet sub-sample was plotted against the angle to the 
je t axis (Figures A.13 and A. 14). A fit was made to this distribution to obtain the 
mean multiplicity in the jet cores defined above. The core multiplicity ratio for 
the gluon jet sub-samples (J E T ^ U°") and J E T ^ g) compared to the quark jet sub­
samples ( J  E T gM ai ^  and J  E T ^ g) is shown in Figure 5.15, for the four different 
core sizes. The ratio appears to be approximately constant with the energy of 
the jets, and marginally higher than the overall gluon sub-sample/quark sub­
sample multiplicity ratios (Figure 5.15a). The core charged multiplicity ratios 
(Figure 5.16) are significantly higher than the overall charged multiplicity ratios 
(Figure 5.16b), particularly at low je t energy. The core charged multiplicity ratios 
fall with jet energy in a similar m anner to the overall charged multiplicity ratios.
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Figure 5.11: Mean rapidity of charged energy flo w in the jet  sub-samples.
5 . 4  U n f o l d i n g  t h e  j e t  d i s t r i b u t i o n s .
Each jet sub-sample contains a certain fraction of gluon jets (p sample)> udsc-quark
j ets (Sample), ^ Jets (Psample) and “ambigUOUs” jets ( ) '  TheSe fl’acti° nS 
have been estim ated from J E T S E T  Monte Carlo events. Each fraction of jets 
contributes to measured quantity such as multiplicity (n) in the following way:
_  p g l u o n  g luon  , p u d s c  u d . s c ,  p b  b , p a m b i g u o u s  am b ig u o u s  / r  p
a s a m p l e  sa m p le  t r u e  s a m p le  t ru e  ' sa m p le  t ru e  ' s a m p le  V /
The “ambiguous” jets cannot be measured in the data, but a large proportion 
of the events containing these jets have been removed from the data samples 
using some of the event cuts described in Section 4.6. It has been estim ated 
that there are less than ~4%  of these jets remaining in the je t sub-samples over 
the whole energy range, except at 40-45 GeV where the fraction rises to ~6-8%. 
The “ambiguous” jets were therefore ignored in the je t correction process. The
6-jet fraction is estim ated to be ~ 4 -10% of the J E T ^ g sub-sample, ~13-19% of
the JETg^l  sub-sample, ~2-18% of the JE T f ' f luon'1 sub-sample and ~11% of theHHy A 1 bog
J E T gE ark  ^ sub-sample. Particularly at high jet energy, the 6-jet fraction appears
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Figure 5.12: Mean fragmentation function of  all charged and neutral particles in 
jet sub-samples (E\e — Eparpcie j E j et )•
to be significant. However to simplify the unfolding process and reduce reliance on 
Monte Carlo measurements, the 6-jet fraction in the quark and gluon jet samples 
was incorporated into the fraction of vclsc-jets, such that Equation 5.1 reduced 
to:
„    p g l u o n  gluon  , p u d s c b  udscb
s a m p l e  sample t r u e  • * s a m p l e  t r u e  W  /
A very low level of background was measured in Monte Carlo qq'y events, 
except in events where J E T ^ a’ has less than 20 GeV energy. Here there is 
~15% 7r° background in the photon jet. However all forms of background were 
ignored in the J  E T g~fai ^  sub-sample, such that:
**#* =  (5-3)
The unfolded quark and gluon jet distributions were obtained by solving 
Equation 5.2 and Equation 5.3 for different combinations of quark and gluon 
jet sub-samples. The bias from the purity simplifications on the unfolded quark 
and gluon je t distributions are considered in Section 5.6. Using the four quark and 
gluon jet sub-samples ( J  E T ^ f ark\  J E T ^ g, J E T ^ guon) and J E T ^J), five unfolded 
quark and gluon je t measurements could be made as follows:
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Figure 5.13: Mean fragmentation function of charged particles in the je t  sub- 
samples (E\e — Epariiciej E j ef).
• QUARK(C) was the set of je t distributions obtained from the J E T ^ ark'> 
sub-sample from event Sample C. Six distributions for each variable were 
obtained for jets in the range 10-40 GeV.
• QUARK(A-B) was obtained using J E T ^ g from event Sample A and J E T ^ UU'1’ 
from event Sample B. Three distributions for each variable were obtained 
for jets in the range 25-40 GeV.
• GLUON(B-C) was obtained using J  E T ^ kuon^  from event Sample B and
J E T g^ a’k'1 from event Sample C. Six distributions for each variable were 
obtained for jets in the range 10-40 GeV.
• GLUON(B-A) was obtained using J E T ^ lgUon) from event Sample B and
J  E T g-g from event Sample A. Three distributions for each variable were 
obtained for jets in the range 25-40 GeV.
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Figure 5.15: Gluon/quark mean multiplicity ratio for different core energy frac­
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Figure 5.16: Gluon/quark mean charged multiplicity ratio for different core energy
fractions (90%, 75%, 50% and 25%) in the quark and gluon jet sub-samples.
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Figure 5.17: Mean multiplicity o f quark and gluon je t  samples after purity
correction.
from event Sample C. Three distributions for each variable were obtained 
for jets in the range 10-25 GeV.
Since there was some overlap of the corrected jet distribution for most quark 
and gluon jet energies, this allowed a check of the bias in each distribution from 
the purity correction. This is discussed in Section 5.6.
5 . 5  U n f o l d e d  q u a r k  a n d  g l u o n  j e t  p r o p e r t i e s .
The raw data distributions were corrected to give the five sets of corrected distri­
butions detailed above. The unfolded distributions are shown in Appendix B. A 
mean value of each variable was determined for each energy range. The energy 
dependence of these mean values is described below.
5.5.1 M ean  m ultip lic ity  o f  je ts .
The unfolded multiplicity distributions are shown in Figures B.l - B.3. The 
mean overall multiplicity is shown in Figure 5.17a. The results for the quark 
measurements match up reasonably well, as do the gluon measurements. The
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multiplicity of the jets has an approximately logarithmic variation with jet energy. 
The gluon jets have a multiplicity ~2-3 particles higher than the quark jets in 
the same energy range. The ratio of the gluon jet multiplicity to the quark jet 
multiplicity (Figure 5.17b) is approximately constant at ~ 1 .‘25 over the whole 
energy range. There may be a slight reduction in the ratio with energy.
The is again a reasonable match in the mean charged multiplicity measure­
ments for the gluon jets (Figure 5.18)a. The quark jet measurements (QUARK(C) 
and QUARK(A-B)) are slightly different, possibly due to the different fractions of 
6-jets in the jet sub-samples. The variation in charged multiplicity with energy is 
again approximately logarithmic, with the gluon jets containing ~2  more charged 
particles than the quark jets. The QUARK(C) and unfolded GLUON(B-C) mea­
surements were fitted with functions of the form n ch{J E T )  =  A. lo g (F )+ const an t  
and n ch (J E T )  =  A. log(E )  T B.  log2{E)  +  constant. The results of these fits are 
shown in Table 5.1. The \ 2 values for each fit are not included due to the relatively 
large systematic errors from the unfolding procedure. The ratio of the charged 
multiplicities (Figure 5.18b) shows a decrease, from ~  1.6 at low jet energy down







l o g \ E )
term
GLUON (B-C) -2.75 ±  0.57 8.85 ±  0.47 -
Q U ARK (C ) -4.21 ±  1.10 7.85 ±  0.78 -
GLUON (B-C) -6.34 ±  0.54 14.6 ±  0.8 -2.27 ±  0.35
Q U A R K  (C) -15.8 ±  1.0 25.4 ±  1.2 -6.54 ±  0.54
Table 5.1: Fits to the charged multiplicity variation with energy 
for  the Q U ARK (C ) and unfolded GLUON(B-C) measurements.
The charged multiplicity n(JET) was fitted with a functions of the 
form n (J E T )  =  AAog(E )  +  constant and n (J E T )  =  A .\og(E )  +
B. log2(E) -f constant.
to ~  1.3 at higher je t energies. The ratio of the nch(JE T ) =  A. log (E) +  constant 
fits to the multiplicity is superimposed on Figure 5.18b. However an R =  constant 
fit was also made to the charged multiplicity ratio GLUON(B-C)/QUARK(C) 
(100% core fit in Table 5.3. This demonstrates tha t a constant variation in the 
charged multiplicity ratio cannot be ruled out statistically.
The mean unfolded neutral multiplicity of the jets is shown in Figure 5.19a. 
There again appears to be a small mismatch in the quark je t m easurem ents 
(QUARK(C) and QUARK(A-B)). The neutral multiplicities also show a loga­
rithm ic increase with energy, but the differences between the quark and gluon 
jets are much smaller. The gluon jets have ~  1 particle more than quark je ts  at 
the same energy. The ratio of the neutral multiplicities remains approxim ately 
constant at ~  1.2 over the whole energy range (Figure 5.19b).
The charged to neutral m ultiplicity ratio is plotted in Figure 5.20 for quark 
and gluon jets. The ratio for the gluon jets decreases slightly with energy from 
~  1.2 to just below 1 .1 . The quark jets show an increase in the charged to neutral 
multiplicity ratio, from below 0.9 at 10-15 GeV to ~ 1  above 25 GeV.
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Figure 5.19: Mean neutral multiplicity of quark and gluon jet samples after purity  
correction.
5.5 .2  M ean  transverse m om en tum  of particles in je t .
The unfolded Pt distributions are shown in Figures B.4 and B.5. The mean Pt 
of particles in the jets is shown in Figure 5.‘21a for all particles, and in Figure 5.21b 
for charged particles only. The quark and gluon jets appear to have similar values, 
except at low energies, where the mean Pt in quark jets seems to be lower. The 
ratio of the gluon jet Pt to the quark jet Pt is plotted in Figure 5.22. There is 
a slight decrease in this ratio with energy, from ~1.1 at low energy, to ~1.0 at 
high energy. The charged particle mean Pt ratio is closer to 1 than for all the 
particles.
5 .5 .3  M ean  rapidity o f  particles in je t .
The unfolded particle rapidity distributions are significantly different for the 
quark and gluon jets (Figures B.6 and B.7). The mean rapidity of particles in 
quark and gluon jets is shown in Figure 5.23a for all particles, and in Figure 5.23b 
for charged particles only. The quark and gluon measurements from different 
jet sub-samples match up reasonably well. The increase in the mean rapidity
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Figure 5.22: Gluon/quark je t mean pt ratio o f particles in quark and gluon jet 
samples after purity correction.
with energy indicates tha t the particles in the jets are more collimated at higher 
energies. The particles in the quark jets clearly have higher mean rapidity, 
showing that quark jets are narrower than the gluon jets. The mean charged 
rapidity values are lower than for all particles. The ratio of the mean particle 
rapidities in gluon jets compared to quark jets (Figure 5.24) is approximately 
constant at about 0.85-0.90 with jet energy.
The unfolded energy rapidity distributions are shown in Figures B.8 and B.9. 
The mean rapidity of the energy flow (Figure 5.25a) also increases with the energy 
of the jet, demonstrating that the energy flow is also more collimated in jets at 
high energy. The energy flow in quark jets has higher mean rapidity than gluon 
jets at the same energy. Similar results are seen for the energy flow of charged 
particles only (Figure 5.25b). The ratio of the mean rapidity of energy flow of 
gluon jets compared to quark jets (Figure 5.26) is approximately constant at 
0.85-0.9 with jet energy.
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Figure 5.23: Mean rapidity o f particles in quark and gluon je t samples after purity  
correction.
5 .5 .4  M ean  fragm entation  function  o f  tracks.
The unfolded fragmentation function of particles (AAe =  rf rtf l- ) is shown in 
Figures B.10 and B . l l  for the quark and gluon jets. The mean values are plotted 
in Figure 5.27a for the quark and gluon jets. There is a good match between the 
results obtained from different jet sub-samples. The gluon jets are seen to have a 
significantly lower fragmentation function than the quark jets. The fragmentation 
function for charged particles only (Figure 5.27b) is higher than the fragmentation 
function for all particles. The ratio of the fragmentation function for gluon jets 
compared to quark jets (Figure 5.28) is approximately constant with energy at 
~0.80 for all particles and ~0.75 for charged particles only.
5.5 .5  M ean  je t  core w idth .
The core energy fraction is shown as a function of the cone angle in Figure B.12 
for the unfolded quark and gluon jets. The half-angles of the mean cones 
containing 90%, 75%, 50% and 25% of the jet energy are shown in Figure 5.29. 
There is a reasonable match between the results from different jet sub-samples. 
The jet core widths are seen to narrow by approximately a factor of 2 between
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Figure 5.24: Gluon/quark je t  mean particle rapidity ratio after purity correction.
10-40 GeV. The core widths of the gluon jets are significantly wider than the 
widths of the quark jets. The ratio of the gluon jet width to the quark jet width 
(Figure 5.30) is approximately constant with jet energy, but increases to ~1.7 
for small core energy fraction. The core width ratios for the QUARK(C) and 
unfolded GLUON(B-C) measurements were fitted with W  = constant functions. 
The results are shown in Table 5.2 for the various jet core sizes, but no \/2 values 
are given since the systematic errors from the unfolding procedure are large. The 
fits show an increase in the core width ratio for decreasing jet core size.
5.5.6 M ean  m ultip lic ity  ratio in jet cores.
The multiplicity as a function of the angle to the jet axis is shown in 
Figures B.13 and B.13. For each jet core energy fraction, the mean gluon/quark 
multiplicity ratios in the jet cores (Figure 5.31) are approximately constant with 
jet energy. The ratio increases from ~  1.25 for the whole jet to ~1.4 in narrow 
jet cores containing a small core energy fraction. The mean gluon/quark charged 
multiplicity ratios in the jet cores (Figure 5.32) show a different behaviour. The 
ratios decrease slightly with increasing jet energy. The charged multiplicity ratios 
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Figure 5.25: Mean rapidity o f energy flow in quark and gluon je t  samples after 
purity correction.
Jet Core Constant term.
90% E j e t  
75% E j e t  
50% E j e t  
25% E j e t
1.26 ±  0.04 
1.47 ±  0.04 
1.59 ±  0.04 
1.68 ±  0.08
Table 5.2: Fits to the gluon/quark je t core width ratio variation 
with energy. The je t  core width is defined by the half-angle o f the 
cone containing 90 %, 75 %, 50 % and 25 % o f the je t  energy. For 
each core width size a function W  = constant was fitted to the core 
width ratio W.
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Figure 5.26: Gluon/quark je t  mean energy flow rapidity ratio after purity correc­
tion.
ratio varies between ~1.8 for 10-15 GeV jets and ~1.45 for 35-40 GeV jets. 
An R = constant fit was made to the charged multiplicity ratio GLUON(B- 
C)/QUARI<(C) for each jet core size (Table 5.3). The fits show that there is a 
significant increase in the ratio comparing the 90% core to the 50% and 25% jet 
cores (4.6 and 2.5 standard deviations respectively).
5 . 6  D i s c u s s i o n  o f  p o s s i b l e  b i a s e s  i n  j e t  s a m p l e s .
The dominant systematic bias in the uncorrected jet sub-samples is the quark and 
gluon jet purity of the sub-samples, which varies with jet energy. A correction 
was made for this, which was outlined in Section 5.4. The subsequent comparison 
of quark and gluon jet properties with energy (Section 5.5) has produced some 
new and perhaps unexpected results. OPAL has found a similar value [38] for 
the gluon/quark multiplicity ratio of ~1.27 for 25 GeV jets. However the ratio 
appears to be constant or decrease slightly with jet energy (Figure 5.17b), and 
the charged multiplicity ratio (Figure 5.18b) appears to decrease significantly
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Figure 5.27: Mean fragmentation function of particles in quark and gluon jet 
samples after purity correction (X e =  Eparticie/Ejet).
Jet Core Constant term X2/d.f. Probability
100% E j e t 1.41 ±  0.03 1.12 ~  35 %
90% E j e t 1.32 ±  0.02 1.91 ~  9 %
75% E j e t 1.43 ±  0.03 1.23 ~  25 %
50% E j e t 1.49 ±  0.04 1.46 ~  20 %
25% E j e t 1.48 ±  0.07 0.91 ~  45 %
Table 5.3: Fits to the gluon/quark je t charged multiplicity ratio vari­
ation with energy. For each je t core size, a function R  = constan t  
was fitted to the multiplicity ratio R.
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Figure 5.28: Gluon/quark je t ratio o f mean particle fragmentation function after 
purity correction.
with jet energy. For all jet energies, the multiplicity ratios in the jet cores have 
been measured to be higher than the overall ratio for the whole jet (Figures 5.31 
and 5.32). The mean pt of particles in gluon jets was seen to be slightly higher 
than for quark jets at low jet energy, but was similar at higher jet energies. In 
this section the possible biases in the jet sub-samples, and systematic effects 
due to the purity correction are discussed, to see if they could possibly cause the 
above results. No attem pt was made to correct these possible systematic effects, 
since the final results would then become more reliant on Monte Carlo events, 
which may not model the data correctly.
5.6.1 P ossib le  b iases due to  the se lection  o f  3-jet event  
sam ples.
The J E T ^ aik  ^ sub-sample comes from qqy events, which have different predicted 
particle flow properties to qqg events. The “ideal quark/gluon jet study” might 
involve a comparison of events containing two quark jets with those containing 
two gluon jets. The qqy events have only two quark jets in the event, but the qqg
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Figure 5.29: Half-angle of the mean cones containing 90%, 75%, 50% and 25%
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Figure 5.30: Gluon/quark je t  ratio of the half-angles of the mean je t  cores, after 
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Figure 5.32: Gluon/quark je t  mean je t  core charged multiplicity ratio, after purity  
correction.







120° < <t>l2 < 130° 
120° < <f>i3 < 130°
49.9 ±  0.2 34.0 ±  2.1
130° < <j> 12 < 140° 
130° < <j> 13 < 140°
48.6 ±  0.2 33.4 ±  1.6
140° < 4*12 < 150° 
140° < j) 13 < 150°
47.1 ±  0.1 33.0 ±  1.1
Table 5.4: Total multiplicity in symmetric qqg and qq'y events for  
different opening angles between the leading quark je t  and the two 
lower energy jets.
events contain both quark and gluon jets. The perturbative soft gluon calculation 
(Section 2 .6 .2 ) predicts tha t each parton contributes to soft gluon radiation over 
the whole event. Consider then a qqg event. The gluon may contribute soft gluon 
radiation to the quark jets and vice versa. The effect of this would be to  cause 
the quark and gluon je t multiplicities to become more alike.
The topology of the hadronic event may also affect the je t properties. The 
total multiplicity in symmetric qqg and qq~i events is shown in Table 5.4 for 
different opening angles (</>i2 and <^>13) between the leading quark je t and the two 
lower energy jets. The events with je t opening angles close to the “Mercedes” 
configuration (three-fold-symmetric) have higher to tal m ultiplicity than  those 
events where the opening angles $12 and <f 13 are larger. This dem onstrates th a t 
the je t properties to be influenced by the type of event from whence they came.
The methods of selecting the three samples of 3-jet events were relatively 
simple. The energy-ordering tag involved the whole 3-jet sample, and did not 
influence the event selection. The other two tagging methods selected small 
subsets of the data, but appeared to give event samples with similar topologies 
and kinematic properties. In Sample B the lepton-tagged je t was thrown away, 
leaving an “anti-tagged” gluon je t sub-sample. In Sample C the photon je t was 
thrown away leaving an “anti-tagged” quark je t sample. The subsequent event
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cuts removed similar proportions of events from each event sample. Any biases 
due to the selection of the three-jet events are likely to be as small as possible, 
without resorting to small sub-sets of the data containing both restricted je t 
opening angles and restricted je t energies.
5.6.2 Possible biases due to background in the jet sub­
samples.
In the gluon je t samples ( J E T ^ uon^  and J E T ^ g) there was a significant quark 
je t background, which increased with the energy of the je t sub-samples. In the 
J E T g^ g quark je t sub-sample, there was also a large gluon jet background, which 
increased with decreasing energ}'. A study was made of these backgrounds in 
Monte Carlo events and a correction was made to remove their effects. The 
J E T g quark je t sub-sample was assumed to be 100% pure. The photon purity 
in Monte Carlo q q j  events was greater than 95% over most of the sample. However 
a 15% 7r° background was present in events where the quark jet had less than 
20 GeV energy. This may lead to a 15% gluon jet background in the quark jet 
sub-sample between 10-20 GeV. A correction was not made to the data to remove 
this background, so this may cause a bias in the data at low energy.
5.6.3 Possible biases due to energy mis-match of the jet 
sub-sam ples.
The jets in each sub-sample were weighted, such tha t the mean energy of the jets 
was in the centre of each 5 GeV energy range. Where the jet background in the 
sub-sample is large, the gluon je ts and quark jets in each energy range may have 
different m ean energies. The je t multiplicities are particularly dependent on the 
energy of the je t. If the gluon jets have slightly lower energy than the quark jets, 
then the gluon/quark je t m ultiplicity ratio might be lower than the true value. 
The je t sub-samples are reasonably pure over the whole energy range, so this bias 
is likely to be minimal, except perhaps at high-energy in the gluon jet sub-sample 
( J E T ^ lguon)).
5.6.4 Possible biases due to the estim ation of the jet 
purity.
The fractions of quark jets, gluon jets and “ambiguous” jets were extensively 
studied in Monte Carlo events. The fractions of each je t type in the sub-samples 
show sensible variation with energy. Similar purity values were obtained with 
HERWIG Monte Carlo events and w ith JETSET for the energy-ordered three-jet
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sample. However it was necessary to rely on Monte Carlo events to estim ate 
the je t purity, so it is possible tha t some bias remains due to the background 
subtraction.
5.6.5 Possible biases due to “ambiguous events” .
A num ber of “ambiguous events” have been seen in Monte Carlo events, which 
appear to originate from “two-jet-like” or “four-jet-like” events at parton level. 
Following the event selection cuts, the background from these events would appear 
to be ~5% , but considerably less over most of the je t sub-sample energy range. 
These “ambiguous events” were ignored in the je t correction procedure, but it is 
unlikely tha t they could cause the effects described in Section 5.6 since they are 
a small fraction of events in each three-jet sample.
5.6.6 Possible biases due to 6-jet background.
The effect of 6-jets on the properties of the je t sub-samples was completely 
ignored. In Section 5.3 the highest-energy 6-jet sub-sample (J E T ^ )  was shown 
to have higher multiplicity and lower mean particle p t than the light quark jets. 
At high je t energy there may be a bias in the gluon je t properties due to the large 
(~10-20%) 6-jet background in the gluon jet sub-sample. A correction was made 
for this using the quark samples, which consist mostly of udsc-jets.
5.6.7 The main system atic effect of biases.
The two gluon je t sub-samples were selected ( J E T ^ lguon^  and J E T g?g) from three- 
je t event samples A and B. The estim ated purity and types of background in 
each gluon je t sub-sample was different, yet over the common je t energy range 
(10-25 GeV) the sub-samples yielded similar results for all je t distributions. Two 
quark je t sub-samples were used (J  ETg^ ark  ^ and J E T g?g) and these gave similar 
results for most distributions over the common energy range (25-40 GeV). There 
was a slight mis-m atch in the multiplicities of the quark je t m easurements, which 
can be a ttribu ted  to the different 6-jet fraction in each sub-sample. However the 
good agreement in the gluon je t measurements at low energies and the quark je t 
measurements at high energies, suggests that there is no significant system atic 
effects due to the selection of the je t sub-samples, or due to the purity correction 
process.
In the 10-25 GeV energy range only one quark je t sub-sample was selected 
(J  E T g^ ark )^, and there may be up to 15% gluon je t background in this sub­
sample in the 10-20 GeV energy range. This gluon je t background in the quark 
je t sub-sample is likely to be the dominant systematic effect at low je t energy and
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this was not corrected for in the measurement. The impact of this background 
would be to accentuate quark and gluon je t differences in the 10-20 GeV energy 
range. Consider, for example, the multiplicity ratio of gluon jets compared to 
quark jets. The gluon jets have higher multiplicity than the quark jets, so any 
gluon je t background in the quark sub-sample will increase the denominator, and 
thus lower the ratio. A correction for the gluon jet background in the quark 
sub-sample would thus raise the ratio, and thus lead to larger quark/gluon jet 
differences in the 10-20 GeV energy range.
There was only one gluon sub-sample in the 25-40 GeV range. Here the large 
quark je t background in this sub-sample was estimated to contain about 50% 
6-jets, yet the purity correction was made using quark sub-samples containing 
~ 1 1 % and ~22% 6 -jets. Consider, for example, the effect of correcting the 
gluon je t multiplicity for the 6-jet background by using udsc-jets. Since the 
6-jets have higher multiplicity, but their effect is removed from the sub-sample 
using lower multiplicity jets, an overcorrection would occur, leading to a higher 
je t m ultiplicity than the true gluon je t multiplicity.
The two main system atic effects discussed above would lead to an enhance­
m ent of the results described in Section 5.6. This gives increased confidence tha t 
these quark/gluon measurements are real phenomena.
5.7 Summary.
A num ber of quark and gluon je t properties have been measured using tagged je t 
sub-samples from data, with background subtracted using purity values estim ated 
from Monte Carlo. From the rapidity distributions of particles in the jets, it 
appears th a t particles lie closer to the je t axis in quark jets compared to gluon 
jets. The mean fragm entation function measurements indicate that there is a 
larger proportion of soft particles in gluon jets compared with quark jets.
Some je t distributions showed an interesting energy dependence. The mea­
sured gluon/quark je t multiplicity ratio is constant at ~1.25 with je t energy, 
which is considerably below the perturbative prediction of ~2. The gluon/quark 
je t charged m ultiplicity ratio decreases from ~1.6 to ~1.3 with increasing je t 
energy. Higher multiplicity ratios are seen in the jet cores. At low je t energy and 
narrow je t core, the charged multiplicity ratio was measured to be ~ 1 .8 , which 
approaches the perturbative prediction. Systematic biases in the measurement 
are more likely to enhance these effects. Measurements of the mean pt of tracks 
in the je ts , and of the charged to neutral multiplicity ratios, also indicate th a t 
quark and gluon je ts are more alike at high jet energy than at low je t energy. 
Current phenomenology suggests th a t perturbative Q c d  predicts je t properties 
at higher je t energies, with non-perturbative or long-range effects becoming
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insignificant. The experimental results here suggest the opposite situation, with 
larger quark/gluon je t differences at low jet energies. At higher je t energy the 
quark and gluon jets appear to become more alike, with the je t properties moving 
away from the perturbative prediction.
Chapter 6 
Particle flow in q q g  and q q ' y  
events.
6.1 Introduction.
A lower particle flow has been observed in the angular region between the quark 
jets in qqg events compared to qq7  events [42, 43, 44]. This is known as the 
“string effect” , after its non-perturbative explanation using string fragm entation 
(Section 2.6). The effect can also be explained using a perturbative calculation 
of the radiation of soft gluons from the hard partons (Section 2.6.1). The three 
previous measurements of the “string effect” using qqg and qq'y events have been 
made at 29 GeV and 35 GeV. In this chapter a similar measurement is described at 
the Z° resonance using the three-jet events outlined in Chapter 3. A comparison 
is then made with the previous measurements to show the energy dependence of 
the “string effect” . The data  is also compared to the theoretical predictions.
6.2 Summary of the three-jet event samples.
The tagged three-jet event samples used in the “string effect” analysis were 
essentially the same event samples A, B and C (qqg, bbg and qq'y) th a t were 
used for the quark/gluon je t comparison, but with an additional event cut to 
remove events where the beam axis lay in or close to the plane of the event. The 
topology of the three-jet events did not change after this event cut. The angles 
between the je t projections are shown in Figure 6.1 for each event sample, and the 
calculated energies of each je t are shown in Figure 6.2. The mean je t projections 
of the event samples are given in Table 6.1. The mean angles between the quark 
jets in the energy-ordered sample are slightly different, since one of the quark 
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Figure 6.1: Angle between each pair of je ts  in the event samples. The angles are 
determined from the projections of the je t  axes on to the three-jet event plane.
estim ate of the m ean purities of the jets in each sample was made using JETSET 
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Figure 6 .2 : Energy of the je ts  in each sample. The je t  energies were determined  
from the opening angles of the jets.
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Event sample Angle q — q Angle q — g 
or q — 7
Gluon je t  
purity
Photon je t  
purity
TPC - 2 7 153° 129° 60 % ?
M a r k -ii ~  150° I H—1
 
CO o o 65 % 85 %
J ade 155° 130° 64 % 8 8  %
AlEPH, q7f) 152° 132° - 96 %
ALEPH, bbg 154° 132° 8 6  % -
ALEPH, qqg 159° 127° 74 % -
Table 6.1: Summary of the mean opening angles of the je ts  and the 
estimated gluon je t  and photon je t  purities in each event sample.
The je t angles were determined with respect to the leading quark je t  
in the event.
6.3 Particle flow in the event plane.
The tracks in each event were projected on to the three-jet event plane 
described in Section 4.4. The azim uthal angle of each track projection was 
measured with respect to the projection of the highest-energy quark je t, and 
in the direction of the other quark je t in the event. The overall particle flow in 
the event plane is shown in Figure 6.3 for each event sample. The particle flow 
prediction from JETSET Monte Carlo events is shown as the solid line. JETSET  
gives a good description of the particle flow in the event samples, although slightly 
worse in the qq'y events. The predicted particle flow was determ ined using the 
soft gluon calculation described in Sections 2.6.3- 2.6.4 with similar parton angles 
to the mean je t angles of the event samples (Figure 6.4). The prediction is only 
valid well away from the je t cores and singularities occur in the calculation at the 
parton directions. Both the data  and the predictions show th a t the particle flow 
between the q and q in the qqg events is significantly lower than  elsewhere in the 
event.
A normalised angle was determ ined for the tracks between the quark je ts from
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Figure 6.3: Measured particle flow in the three-jet event plane as a function of 
the angle to the axis of the leading quark jet. All angles were determined from the 
projections of the particle momenta in the three-jet event plane. The non-leading 
quark je t  is defined with positive angle cf> and the gluon or photon je t  with negative 
angle <f.
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Figure 6.4: Predicted soft gluon flow in the three-jet event plane as a function of 
the angle to the leading quark. The non-leading quark is defined with positive angle 
(f) and the gluon or photon with negative angle <f>. In this calculation the angles 
q — q and q — g (or q — 7)  were set to 153° and 130° respectively. Singularities 
occur in the direction of the partons, so the prediction is only valid between the 
partons.
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Figure 6.5: Measured charged particle flow between the leading quark jet and the
non-leading quark jet, as a function of the normalised angle between the jets. The
solid line represents the particle flow from JETSET Monte Carlo events.
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Figure 6 .6: Measured charged particle flow between the non-leading quark jet and
the gluon or photon jet, as a function of the normalised angle between the jets.
The solid line represents the particle flow from JETSET Monte Carlo events.
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Figure 6.7: Measured charged particle flow between the gluon or photon jet and
the leading quark jet, as a function of the normalised angle between the jets. The
solid line represents the particle flow from JETSET Monte Carlo events.
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the angle between the quark jets as follows:
■y   f [ J E T ( i ) —part icle]
< P [ J E T ( i ) - J E T { j ) }
This enabled the particle flow to be compared in events with different je t opening 
angles. The particle flow between each pair of jets in the samples is shown in 
Figures 6.5- 6.7 with respect to the normalised angle between the jets. The 
JETSET Monte Carlo prediction shown as a solid line matches the data well. The 
particle flow from the Q c d  prediction for these normalised angles is plotted in 
Figure 6 .8 .
The ratio between qqg and qq7  events was determined for the particle flow 
between the quark jets, as a function of the normalised angle X qq. This is shown 
in Figure 6.9 for the particle flow ratio bbg/qq'y and for the ratio qqg/qq'y . There 
is a significant drop in the ratio below 1 between the q and q. Close to either je t 
axis the ratio of the particle flows is greater than 1. This can be attribu ted  to 
the higher b-jet fraction and the gluon je t background in the quark jets from the 
bbg and qqg samples, compared to the qq7  sample. The non-leading quark jets in 
the energy-ordered qqg sample also have higher mean energy than the other two 
samples. These features of the je t cores are not thought to bias the particle flow 
measurements well away from the je t cores in the inter-jet region. The predicted 
ratio of the soft gluon flow between the q and q is shown in Figure 6.10. In this 
calculation the angles q — q and q — g (or q — 7 ) were set to 153° and 130°. The 
prediction is only valid for the inter-jet region, away from the je t cores.
6.4 Comparison with previous measurements.
Three measurements of the “string effect” have been made by TPC - 2 7  [42], 
MARK-II [43] and JADE [44]. The main features of these measurements are 
compared in Table 6.1. Each analysis used different event selection criteria, but 
had the following aspects in common:
• Three-jet events were selected from hadronic events using some form of 
clustering algorithm.
• A number of event selection cuts were made to improve the topology of the 
three-jet event samples. The mean angles between the jets in each analysis 
were similar.
• The qqg and qq7  events in each analysis were obtained using the same set 
of event selection cuts. The gluon jets in the qqg events were assumed to be 
the lowest-energy jets. The photon je t in the qq f^ events also was required
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Figure 6 .8 : Predicted soft gluon flow between the partons as a function of the 
normalised angle between the partons. In this calculation the angles q — q and 
q — g (o rq  — 'y) were set to 153° and 130°. Singularities occur in the direction of  
the partons, so the prediction is only valid between the partons.
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Figure 6.9: Measured qqg/qq'j ratio of the particle flow between the q and q using 
the qqg, bbg and qq'y samples from the ALEPH data . The ratio is given as a 
function of the normalised angle between the q and q for  all particles, and for  
charged particles only.
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Figure 6.10: Predicted qqg/qq'y ratio of the soft gluon flow between the q and q. 
The ratio is given as a function of the normalised angle between the q and q. In 
this calculation the angles q — q and q — g (or q — ~f) were set to 153° and 130°.
to be the lowest energy je t, so tha t the two event types had a similar range 
of kinematic properties.
• The purity of the tagged quark and gluon jets and the photon je t were 
estim ated from Monte Carlo events.
•  The qqg/ q q j  ratio of the particle flow between the quark jets was determ ined 
as a function of the normalised angle X qq. TPC - 2 7  and MARK-II m easured 
the charged particle flow whereas JADE measured the flow of all particles.
A  comparison of these m easurements is given in [53]. The qqg/qq7  ratio  of 
the particle flows is shown in Figure 6.11. Halfway between the quark jets, the 
ratio from the three experiments is ~ 0 . 1-0.2 below the results from the A LEPH  
data. The mean value of the two data  points closest to the bisecting angle of 
the q and q was determ ined for each measurement. This mean ratio is plo tted  
in Figure 6.12 as a function of the centre of mass energy. The results using the 
ALEPH data lie 1-2 standard deviations above the measurements at lower >/s,
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Figure 6.11: Measured qqg/qq'y ratio of the particle flow between the q and q for  
the different measurements at lower yfs. The ratio is given as a function of the 
normalised angle between the q and q.
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Figure 6.12: Mean value of the qqg/qq j ratio of the particle flow between the 
q and q for  different measurements. The QCD prediction depends on the exact 
opening angles of the jets, so a range of values is given.
and the earlier measurements are 1.5-3.5 standard deviations above the predicted 
ratio from the soft gluon calculation.
In all the analyses there is a certain amount of quark and gluon je t mis- 
identification, but more so in the lower y/s event samples. A greater particle 
flow is expected, and measured [24], in the region between each quark je t and
:_____________________ ASYMPTOTIC QCD PREDICTION (Pgluon = 100%)
I O T P C - 2 G  q q g / q q y ,  cha rged  only (Pgluon = 0 .6 0 )
-  □  JADE q q g / q q 7 , all part icles  (Pgluon =  0 .6 4 ,  P7  = 0 . 8 8 )
I A MARKII q q g / q q y ,  charged only (Pgluon = 0 . 6 5 ,  P7  = 0 . 8 5 )
-  0 ALEPH q q g / q q 7 , cha rg ed only (Pgluon = 0 .7 4 ,  P7  -  0 . 9 6 )  
I *  ALEPH b b g / q q 7 , cha rg ed only (Pgluon = 0 .8 6 ,  P7  =  0 . 9 6 )
-  A ALEPH q q g / q q 7 , all particles (Pgluori = 0 . 74 ,  P7  -  0 . 9 6 )
I ▼ ALEPH b b g / q q 7 , all part icles (Pgluon = 0 .8 6 ,  P7  = 0 . 9 6 )
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the gluon je t compared to the region between the quark jets. Any quark and 
gluon mis-identification in the qqg events will shift the measured ratio  above 
the true ratio by an amount dependent on the level of wrongly-tagged jets. At 
lower y/s  the gluon-tagged jets in the qqg events were estim ated to have 60-65% 
gluon purity, so the true ratio may lie significantly below the m easured values. 
The gluon-tagged jets in the qqg and bbg from the ALEPH data  have higher 
estim ated purity of 74% and 8 6 % respectively. In these events the true ratios will 
be lower than the measured ratios, but much closer to the measured values than  
the previous analyses. The true ratio at lower y/s  will be closer to the theoretical 
value, compared to the true ratio at y/s  =  91 GeV.
The 7r° background in the photon jets will also cause systematic shifts in the 
measured ratios, but the effect is uncertain. If these 7r° come from a quark at 
parton level, then some of the particle flow in the denominator will come from 
between quark and gluon jets in a qqg event. This may give a lower m easured 
value, i.e. acting against the previous systematic effect. If the 7r° background 
comes from a gluon at parton level, then a higher measured value than  the true 
ratio would result.
In an a ttem pt to quantify the systematic effects of je t mis-identification, the 
soft gluon prediction was used to calculate the particle flow ratio for q q g  and q q 7  
event samples with a similar proportion of mis-identified jets as are estim ated 
in the data. In one instance, the 7r° background in the q q ~ f  events was ignored. 
The calculation was repeated with the assumptions tha t the 7r° background was 
from a quark or from a gluon in a qqg event. These calculations are compared 
with the measured values in Table 6.2. The measured ratios from the ALEPH  
data lie significantly above the theoretical calculation. The ratios for charged 
particles are 2.5-3 standard deviations from the Q cd prediction and the  charged 
and neutral ratios are over 4 standard deviations from the theoretical prediction. 
The measured values from lower y/s  data  lie 0.5-3 standard deviations below the 
theoretical predictions. The purity correction to the Q cd prediction is larger 
here, so the uncertainty in the corrected predictions is greater. The m easured 
ratios at lower y/s  are either compatible with or below the Q cd predictions. The 
ratios predicted by JETSET for the ALEPH data  lie 2 standard deviations above 
the ratios measured in the data.
6.5 Summary and conclusions.
The particle flow between the quark jets has been measured in energy-ordered 
qqg events, lepton-tagged bbg events and qq7  events. The qqg/ qq'y and bbg/qq^f 
ratios of the particle flow between the q and q were determined and compared







Ratio (A) Ratio(B) Ratio (C) Ratio (D)
TPC-27
(charged)
0.60 ±  0 . 1 0 - 0.46 0.80 0.77 0.87
M a r k - ii
(charged)
0.69 ±  0.07 - 0.46 0.76 0.73 0.83
J a d e  
(ch +  neu)
0.70 ±  0.07 - 0.44 0.74 0.71 0.79
A l e p h  
big/qq'y 
(charged)
0.79 ±  0.06 0.97 ±  0.11 0.41 0.60 0.60 0.61
A l e p h  
bbg/qq'y 
(ch +  neu)
0.84 ±  0.05 0.93 ±  0.09 0.41 0.60 0.60 0.61
A l e p h
qqg/qqy
(charged)
0.75 ±  0.07 1.03 ±  0.11 0.45 0.57 0.56 0.58
A l e p h
qqg/qqy; 
(ch +  neu)
0.81 ±  0.06 1 . 0 2  ±  0 . 1 1 0.45 0.57 0.56 0.58
Table 6 .2 : Comparison of the measured particle flow ratios with 
the JETSET prediction and the asymptotic prediction for  the soft 
gluon flow with the same parton opening angles as the mean je t  
opening angles. Four QCD predictions are shown; ratio(A) has no 
correction for  the purity; ratio(B) has the same estimated level of 
background as the measured qqg orbbg events; ratio(C) also has the 
assumption that the tt° background in the qq'y events comes from  
a gluon in a qqg event; ratio (D) has the assumption that the 7r° 
background in the qq'y events comes from a quark in a qqg event.
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with previous measurements at lower y/s and to the asym ptotic Q c d  predictions. 
The measured ratios at y/s =  91.2 GeV lie closer to 1 compared to the lower y/s  
results and significantly above the asymptotic Q c d  prediction.
None of the experimental measurements have been corrected for any system ­
atic detector effects. The charged tracks in the ALEPH data  have a m inim um  
m om entum  of 200 M eV/c, whereas the asymptotic prediction has no cut-off 
energy for the gluons. Nevertheless, the ratio of the particle flow is insensitive to 
detector effects, particularly in the case of charged particles.
The prediction does not describe the data at y/s  =  91.2 as well as the  d a ta  at 
y/s =  29-35 GeV. The prediction assumes the soft gluons have a sufficiently large 
wavelength tha t they are not affected by the hard processes in the event. The 
final calculation does not involve the energies of the partons, only their opening 
angles. From the data it would appear that the relative particle flow does depend 
on the energy of the partons.
The JE TSE T  predictions for the particle flow ratios in the samples lie 2 
standard deviations above the measured values. The ra te  of qq'y events predicted 
by JE T SE T  is lower than in the data. This may have an effect on the predicted 
particle flow in the simulated qq'y events. The JETSET prediction of the  particle 
flow in qqg and bbg events closely matched the particle flow in the data. However 
the particle flow in qq'y events was modelled reasonably well by JE T S E T . The 
difference between the JETSET prediction and the data  may be due to  the low 
qqy statistics. More data  is required to check whether there is any significant 




A study of quark and gluon jets in three-jet events was made which is described 
in Chapter 5. An analysis also has been made of the particle flow in qqg and qq'y 
events and is described in Chapter 6 . The main results of these two studies are 
summarised in the following section. Conclusions are made in Section 7.3 about 
the success or otherwise of perturbative Q c d  in describing the properties of quark 
and gluon jets and the features of three-jet events. Finally recommendations for 
further experim ental and theoretical study are given in Section 7.4.
7.2 Summary of results
The main results of this thesis are listed here. Detailed discussion of the 
results can be found in the particular sections, figures and tables that are cross- 
referenced. The variation in the je t properties with energy is described for the 
range 12.5-37.5 GeV.
7.2.1 Quark and gluon jet properties
• Mean je t multiplicities
An approximately logarithmic increase in the quark and gluon je t m ulti­
plicities with je t energy was measured for all particles, for charged particles 
only and for neutral particles only (Section 5.5.1, Figures 5.17a, 5.18a, 5.19a 
and Table 5.1). The multiplicity of the event was seen to depend on the 
topology of the event (Section 5.6.1 and Table 5.4).
• G luon/quark je t multiplicity ratio
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A je t multiplicity ratio for all particles of 1.22-1.3 was measured, which was 
approximately constant with je t energy (Section 5.5.1, Figure 5.17b). The 
charged multiplicity ratio appears to decrease with je t energy from ~ 1 . 6  at 
12.5 GeV to 1.3 at 37.5 GeV (Figure 5.18b), but a constant variation in the 
ratio cannot be ruled out statistically (Table 5.3). The neutral multiplicity 
ratio is constant or increases with je t energy and lies in the range 1.15- 
1.25 (Figure 5.19b). The ratios appear to depend on whether the quark je t 
comes from a qqg or a qq^ f event.
Charged/neutral multiplicity ratio
The measured charged/neutral multiplicity ratio for gluon je ts  decreases 
with energy from 1.2-1.05 (Figure 5.20). The ratio for quark je ts  increases 
with je t energy from ~0.9-1.0.
Mean pt of particles in je t
The mean pt of particles increases slightly with the jet energy (Section 5.5.2, 
Figure 5.21). The gluon/quark je t pt ratio appears to decrease slightly with 
je t energy from 1.1-1.0 for all particles (Figure 5.22). However the ratio is 
approximately constant with energy for all particles.
Mean rapidity of particles to je t axis
The measured mean rapidity of particles in a je t increases approxim ately 
logarithmically with the energy of the je t (Section 5.5.3, Figure 5.23). The 
gluon/quark je t ratio of particle rapidity is approximately constant with 
je t energy with a value of 0.85-0.9 (Figure 5.24). The m ean rapidity of the 
energy flow in a je t increases with the energy of the je t (Figure 5.25). The 
gluon/quark je t rapidity ratio for the energy flow is approxim ately constant 
with energy at ~0.85 (Figure 5.26).
Mean fragm entation function of jet
A decrease in the mean fragm entation function with je t energy was seen 
(Section 5.5.4, Figure 5.27). The gluon/quark je t fragm entation function 
ratio is approximately constant with je t energy at ~ 0 . 8  for all particles and 
~0.75 for charged particles (Figure 5.28).
Jet core width
The measured je t core width decreases with the energy of the je t (Section5.5.5, 
Figure 5.29). The gluon/quark je t core width ratio is approximately 
constant with je t energy, but increases with decreasing core size from ~1.25 
for the 90% cores to ~1.7  for the 25% cores (Figure 5.30, Table 5.2).
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• G luon/quark core multiplicity ratio
The multiplicity ratio for all particles in the jet cores is approximately 
constant with je t energy, but increases for decreasing core size from ~1.25 
for the 90% cores to ~1.4 for the 50%: cores (Section 5.5.6, Figure 5.31). 
The charged multiplicity ratios in the jet cores show a slight decrease with 
increasing je t energy, but the ratio is significantly higher in narrow jet cores 
(Figure 5.32, Table 5.3). For the je t cores containing 25% of the jet energy, 
the charged multiplicity ratio is ~1.8 for 12.5 GeV jets. This measured 
ratio is ~ 1  standard deviation from the perturbative prediction (Section 
2.5.1).
None of the distributions were corrected for the effects of the detector on the 
measurements. The charged particle and energy flow measurements will be less 
affected by the detector than measurements involving the neutral particles. The 
detector corrections to the gluon/quark jet ratios of each measurement will be 
second-order effects.
7.2.2 M easurement of the “string effect” .
• Ratio of the particle flow qqg/qq'y
The qqg/ qq'y ratio of the particle flow between the quark jets in ALEPH data 
is significantly higher than the soft gluon prediction (Section 6.4, Table 6.2). 
The measured ratios at lower y/s  are either compatible with or below the 
soft gluon prediction. The JETSET Monte Carlo gives a good representation 
of the particle flow in three-jet events in ALEPH data and the previous 
measurements at lower y/s.
7.3 Conclusions
The results of the je t study show tha t je t multiplicities increase approximately 
logarithmically with je t energies, je ts become more narrow at higher energies and 
have a softer fragmentation function. Comparing quark and gluon jets, gluon 
jets have higher multiplicity, wider je t cores and a softer fragmentation function. 
These statem ents agree with the previous results described in Section 2.5 and 
with theoretical understanding of quark and gluon fragmentation.
The results show that the gluon/quark jet ratio of the multiplicities is not 
constant, since the ratio depends on what partons were present after the Z° 
decay and the energies and angles of these partons. Nevertheless, the measured 
gluon/quark je t multiplicity ratios for the whole jets are considerably lower than 
the perturbative prediction (Section 2.5.1), and the charged multiplicity ratios
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may actually decrease with increasing energy. This does not mean th a t the 
theoretical prediction is wrong. The calculation predicts the relative numbers 
of gluons em itted from partonic quarks and gluons and does not relate to the 
hadronisation stage of je t formation. The calculation also uses a fixed parton 
topology, so the interference effects from the other partons in the event are liable 
to be incorrect for the topologies measured. Furthermore, the calculation has no 
je t algorithm dependence, which may not be true for the soft particles at wide 
angles to the jets.
Perturbative Q cd might be expected to describe better quark and gluon je t 
properties in the core of the jets, rather than for the whole jet, since hadronisation 
effects, interference from other partons and je t clustering systematics are likely 
to be less here. The results suggest this is the case, since the gluon/quark ratio 
of the multiplicities is higher in the core of the jets and closer to the perturbative 
prediction. Indeed for a narrow jet core inside 12.5 GeV jets, the m easured 
charged multiplicity ratio is close to the perturbative prediction.
The measured charged multiplicity results suggest that the gluon/quark 
multiplicity ratio may decrease with energy, although an energy independent 
ratio cannot be ruled out statistically in the data. A decreasing ratio w ith je t 
energy might seem rather surprising, since higher energy quarks and gluons have 
more energy available for radiation of partons. The gluon/quark m ultiplicity ratio 
therefore is expected to increase towards the perturbative prediction at higher je t 
energies. A num ber of suggestions why this may not be the case are given below.
• It is possible th a t applying a jet algorithm to identify three-jet events and 
selecting high energy jets, favours those jets where comparatively less gluon 
radiation occurs in the core of gluon jets relative to quark jets. A significant 
fraction of the gluons radiated from a high energy gluon might be clustered 
into the q or q jets, causing the gluon/quark multiplicity ratio to be lower.
• The perturbative calculation of the multiplicity ratio is determ ined for a 
fixed parton topology. The interference effects from the other partons in 
the three-jet topologies measured might cause the multiplicity ratio  to be 
energy dependendent.
• Two types of singularities commonly occur in Q cd calculation from collinear 
gluon emission and infrared gluon emission. Is is possible th a t the treatm ent 
of one or both of these singularities in the perturbative prediction is not 
entirely satisfactory and leads to a failure in the calculation to fully describe 
the higher energy jets.
• There is also the possibility that a significant part of the je t m ultiplicity is 
a function of non-perturbative Q c d , which is less well understood.
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The study of particle flow in qqg and qq'y events indicates that the soft gluon 
prediction for the particle flow describes the particle flow ratio between the q and 
q significantly less well at y/s  =  91 GeV compared to y/s =  29 — 35 GeV. For the 
soft gluon approximation, the calculation of the relative particle flow depends on 
the angles between the partons and has no dependence on the parton energies. 
This perhaps suggests tha t the soft gluon calculation is not completely correct, 
perhaps ignoring some factor dependent on the parton energies. Alternatively 
there is some non-perturbative mechanism which plays an im portant role in the 
inter-jet particle flow.
7.4 Further work
A number of suggestions for further work are listed below which might improve 
the measurement and understanding of quark and gluon jets and the “string 
effect” . One motivation for this work is that hadronisation models are being 
used to predict the properties of higher y/s events at future colliders. The design 
of the detectors and the predicted physics are thus dependent on the ability of 
hadronisation models to predict fragmentation. A second motivating factor is 
that future searches for the Higgs boson will involve looking for its decay channel 
into 6-jets from a background of hadronic jets. The ability to analyse these events 
will be greatly enhanced by the knowledge of jet fragmentation.
7.4.1 Q uark/gluon jet studies
• The number of events in the lepton-tagged bbg and particularly the qq'y 
event samples used in the je t comparison was not large (see Table 4.3). 
If the ALEPH data from 1993 and 1994 is included in the study, this will 
increase the num ber of hadronic events by at least a factor of 2 , giving 
greater statistical significance to the results.
• The differences between light quark jets and heavy quark jets was m ostly 
ignored in this analysis. Instead of unfolding just quark and gluon jets, 
the 6-jets could be unfolded separately from udsc-jets. B -jet samples could 
be obtained by lepton-tagging the leading jet in the three-jet events. The 
two lower energy jets in these tagged events will contain a mixture of gluon 
jets and mostly 6 -jets at various energies. Three samples containing m ostly 
gluon jets, mostly 6-jets and mostly udsc-jets could then be unfolded to 
obtain the gluon je t, 6 -jet and udsc-jet properties over the whole energy 
range.
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It would be desirable to a ttem pt to compare the properties of low energy 
quark jets from qq'y events and qqg events separately, since low energy quark 
jets in the qqg are likely to be influenced by the hard gluon in the event. To 
unfold the properties of low energy quark jets in qqg events would require 
more detailed work on the unfolding process (see previous item ).
An additional source of gluon jets and 6-jets can be obtained using vertex- 
tagging instead of lepton-tagging. It is desirable to obtain these ex tra  
samples as a cross-check of the unfolding procedure, the estim ation of 
purities from Monte Carlo events and any biases introduce by the 6-tagging 
method.
An additional source of high-energy quark jets are available by using the 
two-jet events at ycut =  0.01. By applying a 6-tag to one of the je ts in the 
event, samples of uds-jets, c-jets and 6-jets could be obtained w ith high 
statistics.
The effect of topology on the jet properties should be studied. Instead 
of defining je t sub-samples by energy, the sub-samples could be prepared 
by selecting events with specific opening angles. Different sub-samples 
containing various symmetric and asymmetric events could be analysed. 
If a small range of opening angles in each sub-sample is specified, then  the 
jets in each sub-sample also will have a small energy range.
The experimental results for the je t properties should be compared to 
the predictions from the various Monte Carlo models available. Mote 
Carlo events at hadron level with and without the detector sim ulation 
could be used to correct the data for detector effects. The corrected 
data could then be compared directly to Monte Carlo sim ulated je ts which 
have been identified at parton level. It is im portant to check whether the 
models reproduce the data, since these simulate both perturbative and non- 
perturbative effects.
The results in this analysis show that the gluon/quark je t m ultiplicity is 
closer to the perturbative prediction in the je t cores. It would be useful to 
check the ratio of the pt and the fragmentation function in the je t cores to 
see whether there are more differences in the cores.
The three-dimensional particle and energy flow in jets could be measured. 
The jets in two-jet events will have a circular particle flow profile, bu t the 
jets in three-jet events are thought to be asymmetric with an oval particle 
flow profile.
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• The present and future data at L e p  will give a clear picture of the properties 
of quark and gluon jets. More theoretical input would be useful, particularly 
further perturbative calculations of the jet properties as a function of energy 
(or scale).
7.4.2 “String effect” studies.
• The study of particle flow in three-jet events also would benefit from more 
statistics to increase the significance of the results. It would also be useful 
to separate different symmetric topologies in the same way as the OPAL  
study [24] and apply the soft gluon calculation to these specific topologies.
• The particle flow data  should be corrected for detector effects, again using 
the Monte Carlo events. The data could then be compared to all the Monte 
Carlo models available to see which models provide the best description. .
• The particle flow between the q and q jets should be compared to the 
particle flow between between the q (or q) and g. For “Mercedes” events 
the q — g /q  — q ratio is predicted to be 22/7.
• The particle flow could be measured for separate hadron species and for 
particles with low and high transverse momentum to the event plane in 
the same m anner as the JADE studies [23, 39]. Different ratios have been 
obtain previously for these measurements and these provide additional tests 
for the Monte Carlo models.
• In the near future the number of hadronic events available at L e p  may be 
enough to study the inter-jet particle flow in four-jet events. In these events 
the string in the string fragmentation models can have several different 
configurations, so the perturbative and non-perturbative contributions to 
the particle flow may be more apparent.
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A ppendix A 
Properties of the jet sub-sam ples.
Examples of the m easured je t distributions from the gluon je t and lower-energy 
quark je t sub-samples are shown in this appendix. The figures are normalised 
by the to tal num ber of events in the sample multiplied by the bin width. A 
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Figure A.l: The multiplicity of charged and neutral particles in the gluon jet and
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Figure A.2: The multiplicity of charged particles in the gluon je t  and lower-energy 
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Figure A.3: The multiplicity of neutral particles in the gluon jet and lower-energy
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Figure A.6: The rapidity of charged and neutral particles with respect to the jet
axis in the gluon jet and lower-energy quark jet sub-samples. Three different jet
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Figure A.7: The rapidity of charged particles with respect to the jet axis in the
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Figure A.8 : The rapidity of charged and neutral energy flow with respect to the
jet axis in the gluon jet and lower-energy quark jet sub-samples. Three different
jet energy ranges are given.
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Figure A.9: The rapidity of charged energy flow with respect to the jet axis in
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Figure A .10: The fragmentation function of particles in the gluon jet and lower-
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Figure A .11: The fragmentation function of charged particles in the gluon jet and
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Figure A .13: The multiplicity as a function of the angle to the jet axis in the gluon
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A ppendix B 
Unfolded quark and gluon jet 
properties.
The unfolded je t distributions for QUARK(C) and GLUON(B-C) are shown 
here. The explanation of the distributions can be found in Section 5.5. The 
distributions are normalised by the total number of events in the samples 
multiplied by the bin width. In each figure the QUARK(C) distribution is the 
dotted line and the GLUON(B-C) distribution is the solid line.
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Figure B .l: The multiplicity of charged and neutral particles for  the Q U A R K (C )  
(dotted line) and unfolded GLUON(B-C) (solid line) measurements.
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Figure B.6: The rapidity of charged and neutral particles with respect to the jet
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Figure B.7: The rapidity of charged particles with respect to the jet axis for the
QUARK(C) (dotted line) and unfolded GLUON(B-C) (solid line) measurements.
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Figure B.8: The rapidity of charged and neutral energy flow with respect to the
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Figure B.9: The rapidity of charged energy flow with respect to the jet axis for the
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Figure B .10: The fragmentation function of particles for the QUARK(C) (dotted
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Figure B. 11: The fragmentation function of particles for the QUARK(C) (dotted
line) and unfolded GLUON(B-C) (solid line) measurements.
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Figure B.12: The fraction of the je t  energy contained within cone angle 0 around 
the je t  axis for  the Q U ARK (C ) (dotted line) and unfolded GLUON(B-C) (solid 
line) measurements.
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Figure B.13: The multiplicity as a function of the angle to the jet axis for the
QUARK(C) (dotted line) and unfolded GLUON(B-C) (solid line) measurements.
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Figure B.14: The multiplicity as a function of the angle to the jet axis for the
QUARK(C) (dotted line) and unfolded GLUON(B-C) (solid line) measurements.
